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1. Message from the President and the Chief Executive Officer

 In a whole, year 2013 was a challenging year for all online-game providers around the world as the online-

game market has been growing instantly. Moreover, eSports has been receiving positive responses from gamers and 

MOBA games (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) have becoming more and more popular. 

 This year was the first year that Asiasoft did not receive the overall business turnover as expected. The main reason 

was from the fact that the online-game market has becoming intensely competitive and the company recognized loss on 

impairment of licensing on the new games launched and non-serviced games. Also, the company had to postpone grand 

openings of several top games to make it more ready for gamers with the best service. As mentioned, Asiasoft had to 

considerably adjust to the changes in order to become the real leader in online entertainment services in South East Asia. 

The company has improved the standard of game selection to meet the current market demand. This is considered a big 

change of the company as an online-game provider. The company aims at selecting only premium quality products from 

leading game developing worldwide for game customers in a regional service standard to meet the game market demand. 

Right now, Mobile games and MOBA games (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) have becoming increasingly popular and 

they have expanded through strong game communities. This offered more game options to gamers. Gamers do not have 

to play only one type of games any longer as there are more game categories to choose like Casual Game, Mobile 

Game, MMORPG Game. Moreover, with a higher technology, gamers in the region can find other entertainment types 

via online without limiting to only within their country. They can unlimitedly share and experience the online world. Asiasoft 

acknowledged this importance and had improved the IT technology to meeting the demand of gamers. Furthermore, 

the company has expanded the gamer groups by cooperating with Level Up Inc company from the Philippines. This 

made Asiasoft the top online game provider that has the most customers among Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, and the 

Philippines. We do not stop our development. Asiasoft is planning to expand the business market and to increase more 

customer groups in other countries to become the leader of game communities in South East Asia.

 Besides online games, there are also other options in both visual and audio entertainment including Interactive 

Entertainment Online services like Youtube, Twitter or Facebook. These services were creatively created by online users. 

Asiasoft are stepping into a new business line by cooperating with many alliances to build up new service lines 

that response to the demand of online communities.

 Asiasoft has been growing to be a leader of online entertainment providers in South East Asia with the support 

from the staff members of the organization whose goal is to provide the best customer satisfaction. Thank you all staff 

members and managing teams for their determination and efforts in the past year. Thank you all customers for constant 

support in using our services. Their suggestions are the driving forces in improving service quality. Thank you the business 

partners and alliances for their support and trust in Asiasoft. And thank you all shareholders for standing with us. You can 

be assured that Asiasoft will continuously go on this business with determination, effort, carefulness, discretion, and integrity. 

We will always hold to business ethics, corporate governance and social responsibility in order to create sustainable 

development in which will bring the best benefits to everyone involved.

   Mr. Tan Tgow Lim      Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn

       Chairman              Vice Chairman
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2. Report of the Audit Committee

2.1 Ensure accurate and adequate financial 

reports.

2.2 Ensure suitable and efficient internal 

control and internal audit systems as well 

as to review the independence of internal 

audit office.

Report of the Audit Committee

The Audit Committee of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited consists solely of three independent directors with 

the qualifications set forth by the Securities & Exchange Commission i.e. Mr. Chalermphong Jitkuntivong as Chairman 

of the Audit Committee, Mrs. Monluedee Sookpantarat and Mr. Thanwa Loahasiriwong, as Audit Committee Member.

The Audit Committee has always performed its work in accordance with duties and responsibilities that assigned by 

the Board of Director and under the charter of Audit Committee that comply with the best practice guidelines for audit 

committee, relative Rules and Regulations of the Stock Exchange of Thailand.

During the year 2013, the Audit Committee met totally 7 times together with the Management, the Account and Finance 

Department, Outsourced Internal Audit and the external auditors every quarter depending on the relevant agenda which 

can be concluded as follows:

To review the quarterly and yearly company’s financial 

statements together with the external auditors and the 

Management by questioning, discussing and advising 

on certain issues and matters relating to the company’s 

financial reports. In addition, the Audit Committee held 

the meeting with external auditors without management 

1 times in order to grant external auditors the opportunity 

to express any problems and recommendation.

The Audit Committee is of the opinion that the financial 

statements of the company and its subsidiaries were 

prepared in accordance with generally accepted 

accounting standards and were presented accurately 

and fairly with adequate information disclosure. 

To review internal audit systems, approve the structure 

of the internal audit plans, acknowledge the result of 

auditing including the evaluation of the adequacy of 

the company’s internal control system together with 

Outsourced Internal Audit.  

The Audit Committee is of the opinion that the company 

has appropriate and adequate internal control and 

audit systems.
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2.4 Ensure compliance with laws pertaining 

to securities and the stock exchange,

regulations of the Stock Exchange of 

Thailand, Securities and Exchange Commission 

and laws concerning company business. 

2.5 Consider, elect and nominate the 

company’s auditors for the year 2014.

2.6 Consider the transactions with related 

parties and transactions with conflict of 

interest in line with relevant legislations and 

regulations.

2.3 Consider, elect and nominate the 

company’s outsourced internal audit for 

the year 2014.

Annual Report 2013

The Audit Committee is of the opinion that the company 

has complied with relevant rules and regulations that 

concerning company business.

To propose the company’s Board of Directors to 

recommend at the shareholders’ meeting the appointment 

of external auditors from Ernst & Young Office Limited 

as the Company’s auditor for fiscal year 2014 

because they are independent auditors, has knowledge, 

ability and experience providing external auditing with 

the authority, duties, and responsibilities set forth by the 

Securities and Exchange Commission.

To review process, practice, regulations and articles of 

association of the Company in order that the approved 

transactions and disclosure comply with the rules or 

notification of the Stock Exchange of Thailand as 

accurate and complete.

The Audit Committee is of the opinion that the 

transactions to be in order and are in the best interest 

of the company with adequate information disclosure.

The Audit Committee considers, elects and nominates 

Unique Advisor Company Limited as the outsourced 

internal audit for the year 2014 and Unique Advisor 

Company Limited has assigned Mr. Kosol Yamleemul, 

Managing Director, to be the Project Leader and 

responsible for the performing of the Company’s 

internal audit.

The Audit Committee has considered the qualification 

of Unique Advisor Company Limited and Mr. Kosol 

Yamleemul and has the opinion that Mr. Kosol 

Yamleemul is the efficient appropriate for performing 

such internal audit because he is independent internal 

auditor and has more than 21 years experienced in 

providing internal auditing. He is a Certified Public 

Accountant (CPA), a Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) and 

a Certified Financial Service Auditor (CFSA).
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2.7 Self-Assessment. 2.8 Others:

Report of the Audit Committee

The Audit Committee conducted collective self-assessment 

in order to guide the performance of the Audit 

Committee in accordance with the entire scope of 

responsibilities or not. The Self-Assessment showed that 

the Audit Committee performed mainly of their duties 

in accordance with the entire scope of responsibilities.

1. Reviewing the information disclosed to the Stock 

Exchange of Thailand and the Securities and 

Exchange commission, as disclosed in the Company’s 

annual report year 2013 (Form 56-2) and in the 

annual information disclosure form as at December 31, 

2013 (Form 56-1).

2. Reporting the Audit Committee’s activities to the 

Board of Directors periodically.

3. Reviewing the Charter of Audit Committee for

ensuring the Charter of Audit Committee is update 

and suitable for the Organization Environment.

4. The record of attendance of the Audit Committee 

members is summarized as follows:

List of Audit Committee

1. Mr. Chalermphong Jitkuntivong                  

2. Mrs. Monluedee Sookpantarat

3. Mr. Thanwa Laohasiriwong

Number of Attendance / Total Meeting (Times) Year 2013

7/7

7/7

7/7

On behalf of the Audit Committee

(Mr. Chalermphong Jitkuntivong)

Chairman of the Audit Committee

25 February 2014
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Mr. Tan Tgow Lim

Chairman

Educational Background

• Business Administration, Cambridge GCE Ordinary Level 

  Presbyterian Boys School in Singapore

Work Experiences

• Chairman, Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

• Director, Asiasoft International Company Limited 

• Director, Asiasoft Online Pte. Ltd.

• Director, AS Online Sdn. Bhd.

• Director, PT. Asiasoft

• Director, CIB Development Sdn. Bhd.

• Director, Trilight Cove Enteprises Ltd.

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Director Accreditation Program (DAP 50/2006)

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none

Chairman
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Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn

Vice Chairman

Educational Background

• Bachelor of Business Administration, Bangkok University

Work Experiences

• Vice Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of Executive Committee,

   Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

• Director, A Capital Company Limited

Former

• Director, Asiasoft Online Pte. Ltd.

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Director Accreditation Program (DAP 50/2006)

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none

Vice Chairman
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Board of Directors

1  Mr. Lertchai Kanpai

    Director

2  Mr. Surasak Khaoroptham

    Director

3  Mr. Chalermphong Jitkuntivong

    Independent Director and Chairman

    of the Audit Committee

4  Mr. Thanwa Laohasiriwong

    Independent Director and Audit 

    Committee Member

5  Mrs. Monluedee Sookpantarat

    Independent Director and Audit

    Committee Member

1

2

4

5

3
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Mr. Lertchai Kanpai

Director

Educational Background

• Bachelor of Laws, Ramkhamhaeng University

Work Experiences

• Director and Managing Director, Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

• Director, Asiasoft International Company Limited

• Director, Playpark Company Limited

• Director, A Capital Company Limited

• Director, Funbox Company Limited

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Director Accreditation Program (DAP 51/2006)

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none

Mr. Surasak Khaoroptham

Director

Educational Background

• MBA, Business Administration, Major in Finance, University of Pennsylvania the 

  Wharton School

• MSC (Engineering), Science in Industrial & Operations Engineering, 

  Major in Operations Research, University of Michigan – Ann Arbor

• Bachelor Degree, Electrical Engineering, King Mongkut Institute of Technology Ladkrabang

Work Experiences

• Director, Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

• Managing Director, Private Equity (Thailand) Company Limited

• Director, SNC Former Public Company Limited

• Independent Director, Somboon Advance Technology Public Company Limited

• Compensation & Nomination Committee Member, Somboon Advance Technology

  Public Company Limited

• Executive Director, Somboon Advance Technology Public Company Limited

• Director, Altus Advisory Company Limited

• Director, Nok Airlines Public Company Limited 

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Directors Accreditation Program (DAP 9/2004)

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none
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Mr. Chalermphong Jitkuntivong

Independent Director and Chairman of the Audit Committee

Educational Background

• Master of Laws, Cornell University, USA

• Barrister at laws (Thai Bar)

• Bachelor of Laws (Hons.), Chulalongkorn University

• Graduate Diploma in Business Laws, Thammasat University

Work Experiences

• Director, Independent Director and Chairman of the Audit Committee,

  Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

• Attorney, Domnern Somgiat & Boonma Law Office Limited

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Director Accreditation Program (DAP 53/2006)

• Understanding the Fundamental of Financial Statements (UFS 9/2007)

Specific Knowledge or Expertise 

• Law 

Illegal Record in past 10 years 

• none

Business Relationship with the Company

• none
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Mr. Thanwa Laohasiriwong

Independent Director and Audit Committee Member

Educational Background

• Bachelor Degree, Computer Engineering, King Mongkut Institute of Technology Ladkrabang

Work Experiences

• Director, Independent Director and Audit Committee Member, Asiasoft Corporation 

  Public Company Limited

• Independent director and Member of Audit Committee, EASY BUY Public Company Limited

• Columnist, Prachachart Turakij Newspaper

Former:

• Managing Director, IBM Thailand Company Limited

• Director and Country Manager, System and Technology Group 

  IBM Thailand Company Limited

• Director, IBM Solution Delivery Company Limited

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Director Certification Program (DCP 43/2004)

Specific Knowledge or Expertise 

• Computer  

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none

Business Relationship with the Company

• none
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Mrs. Monluedee Sookpantarat

Independent Director and Audit Committee Member

Educational Background

• Master’s Degree in Accounting, Thammasat University

• Graduate Diploma in Auditing, Thammasat University

• Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting with 2nd class honors, and Major in Accounting,

  Thammasat University

• “Directors Diploma” for the Directors Certification Program with reference to fellow

  Member 11/2003

• “The Certificate of Completion” for the Directors Certification Program Class 31/2003

• Certified Public Accountant, Thailand License No.4020

Work Experiences

• Independent Director and Audit Committee Member, Asiasoft Corporation Public

  Company Limited

• Visiting Lecturer, Faculty of Commerce and Accountancy, Thammasat  University

• Visiting Lecturer, Faculty of Accountancy, Bangkok University

• Independent Director and Audit Committee Member, Plan B Media Public Company Limited

Former

• Director, Wave Entertainment Public Company Limited

• Director and Chief Financial Officer, Group of Wave Entertainment Public Company Limited

• Group Financial Controller, Wave Media World Company Limited

• Audit Manager, Ernst & Young Office Limited 

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Director Certification Program (DCP 31/2003)

• Director Diploma Award (Fellow Member) Class 11/2003 

• Director Accreditation Program (DAP 34/2005)

• Audit Committee Program (ACP 23/2008)

Specific Knowledge or Expertise  

• Accounting, Reviewing of Accounting and Internal Audit

Financial Statements Review Experience

• 1987-1996 as the Auditor of Ernst & Young Office Limited

• 1997 – 2011 as the Director and Chief Financial Officer of Group of Wave Entertainment 

   Public Company Limited 

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none

Business Relationship with the Company

• none
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Mr. Goh Kian Khoon (Mr. Kenny Goh)

Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Educational Background

• The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA), Singapore

Work Experiences

• CFO, Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

Former

• Deputy Managing Director, Asiasoft Online Pte. Ltd.

• Director, Cherubim Exchange Pte. Ltd.

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Director Accreditation Program (DAP 101/2013)

Illegal Record in past 10 years 

• none

Chief Financial Officer
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3

1

2

1  Mr. Chatchawan Triamvicharnkul

    Deputy Managing Director

2  Mr. Kittipong Prucksa-aroon

    Deputy Managing Director

3  Mr. Vinai Vimukti

    Deputy Managing Director
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Mr. Chatchawan Triamvicharnkul

Deputy Managing Director

Educational Background

• MBA. in Finance, National Institute Development Administration

• Graduate Diploma in Auditing, Chulalongkorn University

• B.B.A. in Accounting, Ramkhamhaeng University

Work Experiences

• Deputy Managing Director, Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

• Director, Playcybergames Company Limited

• Director, Thinkplus Digital Company Limited

Former

• Head of Corporate Finance Group, TT&T Public Company Limited

• Head of Internal Auditor and secretary to the Audit Committee,

  TT&T Public Company Limited

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Director Accreditation Program (DAP 20/2004)

• Audit Committee Program (ACP 2/2004)

Specific Knowledge or Expertise 

• Accounting, Finance, Auditing and Internal Audit

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none

Mr. Kittipong Prucksa-aroon

Deputy Managing Director

Educational Background

• BBA, Assumption University

Work Experiences

• Deputy Managing Director, Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

Former

• Assistant Vice President / Director, MFEC Public Company Limited

• Executive Director, Advance Intelligence Modernity Company Limited

• Deputy Managing Director, Asys Computer Company Limited

• General Manager, Advanced Research Group Company Limited

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• Successful Formulation & Execution of Strategy Class 13/2011

Specific Knowledge or Expertise 

• Business Management

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none

01
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Mr. Vinai Vimukti

Deputy Managing Director

Educational Background

• Master of Science, Illinois Institute of Technology

• Bachelor of Science, Kasetsart University

Work Experiences

• Deputy Managing Director, Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

Former

• Advisor IT, Bangkok Insurance Public Company Limited

• President, Firstech Solution Company Limited

Training Program organized by Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 

• none

Specific Knowledge or Expertise 

• Information Technology

Illegal Record in past 10 years

• none

03
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Subsidiary’s Management

1  Mr. Pipat Rungruang

    Chief Executive Officer,

    Playcybergames Co., Ltd.

2  Miss Ketesara Parinyanusorn

    Managing Director,

    Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd.

3  Mr. Quach Quang Dong

    Managing Director, Asiasoft Online Pte. Ltd.

    Managing Director, AS Online SDN. BHD.

4  Mr. Gerry Wai Ung

    Managing Director,

    Trilight Cove Enterprises Ltd.

5   Mr. Ku Foo Keong

    Chief Executive Officer,

    CIB Development SDN. BHD.

    Chief Executive Officer, PT.Asiasoft      

1
2

4

5

3



- PlayFPS Elites 2013 by GIGABYTE 

- Walk In Walk Together with Asiasoft

- Launched StarCraft II: Heart of the Swarm   

- “A” Day by Asiasoft, looking for online DNA 

   to join with us more than 100 positions

- Annual General Meeting 2013

- Launched Shinchan Online

- Net Cafe Seminar 2013, around Thailand

- Launched FC Manager
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5. Highlight Events in 2013

Highlight Events in 2013

  Thailand

January

February

March

April

May

August



- E-Sports World Class 2013

- Launched The Exorcist

- Dragon Nest : Best MMORPG from Thailand 

  Game Show Big Festival 2013

- Audition : Best Music Game from Thailand 

  Game Show Big Festival 2013

- Launched Ragnarok Online II

- Asiasoft announced strategic partnership 

  with S2 Games and YY Inc. to launch

  Strife in Southeast Asia

- Ragnarok Online II launched official

  Line account

- Ragnarok Online II’s Huge Poring at

  CentralWorld
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September

October



- Playpark Fan Fest by Gigabyte 2013 

- Ragnarok Online II’s Huge Poring at

  Seacon Square

- Ragnarok Online II’s Huge Poring at

  Siam Ocean Park

- Sudden Attack’s Volcano team won the

  First Runner-Up at PlayFPS Elites 2013 in  

  Thailand

- Launched 3Kingdoms

- Sudden Attack Tournament in many

  provinces

- Launched Knight Online

028 Highlight Events in 2013

November

December

February

March

April

May

  Vietnam



- Launched Chaos Online

- Chaos Online SEA Tournament

- Launched FC Manager

- Launched 3Kingdoms Web

- Get Amped E-Sport Tournament 2013

- FC Manager Cup 2013

- 9Dragons’ Offline Tournament 

  “De Nhat Anh Hung”

- Sudden Attack completed National

  Tournament
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June

July

August

September

November

December



- Launched Ragnarok Online II

- Launched StarCraft II: Heart of the Swarm

- Launched Chaos Online

- Asiasoft officially opened Philippines

  operation

- MapleSEA celebrated 8th Anniversary with 

  MapleSEA Party Bus touring around

  Singapore

- Asiasoft and Sony Online Entertainment 

announced partnership to bring DC Universe 

Online to Eight Southeast Asian countries

- Chaos Online SEA Championship

- Signed agreement with SEGA to launch 

  Phantasy Star Online 2 in six Southeast 

  Asian countries

- AuditionSEA celebrated 7th Birthday

  Party Bash

- Donated S$10,000 to Muscular Dystrophy 

  Association of Singapore (MDAS) event,

  Go the Dystance : Bridging Barriers Carnival

- Announced exclusive rights to distribute 

  Diablo III: Reaper of Souls in Thailand,

  Singapore, Malaysia and Philippines

030 Highlight Events in 2013

  Singapore

January

March

May

June

July

August

September

November

December 



- PH Representative Teams, Rebels for A.V.A

  and SixthSense for Sudden Attack, attended 

  PlayFPS Elite 2013 in Thailand

- PlayFPS Clan Assembly for A.V.A and

  Sudden Attack players in Manila

- PlayFPS Invitational Tournament for A.V.A

  and Sudden Attack

- Chaos Online teaser launched at Pinoy 

  Game Festival, Summer Event

- Chaos Online press launched in Makati 

- Ground Cafe Freeplay Events and

  Activation

- TNC Cafe Chain Monthly Tournaments for 

  A.V.A, Sudden Attack and Chaos Online
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  Philippines

February

March

April

May

June



- Asiasoft BSCOL Cyber Cafe Association 

Assembly

- Chaos Online : Game of Thrones Invitational 

  Tournament

- Wargods Cafe Chain Monthly Tournaments

  for A.V.A, Sudden Attack and Chaos Online

- Philippine e-Sports Organization Festival 

  Finals for A.V.A

- DC Universe Online and Strife teaser

  launched at Pinoy Gaming Festival,

  Octocer Event

- PH Elites Finals for A.V.A, Sudden Attack 

and Chaos Online at Mineski 

- Unified lanshop owners of the Philippines 

Cyber Cafe Assembly for promotion of all 

Asiasoft games available

032 Highlight Events in 2013

July

August

October

November

December
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The Exorcist

FC Manager

6. Online Games Launching in 2013
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Ragnarok Online II

Shinchan Online
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Asiasoft strives to be the leading Online Entertainment Service Provider in Southeast Asia.

Strategy:

 • To extend our service offering geographically to the entire Southeast Asia region,.

 • To continuously enhance our service offering to provide more relevant online entertainment services

   from online gaming and beyond.

 • To provide the best content to gaming community by offering the best title from different genres.

   Asiasoft is committed bringing in AAA titles and IPs from leading developers and partners from 

   around the world.  

 • To improve our engagement with consumers by embracing the online community and working with them

    to jointly develop the shared virtual space.

 Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited (the “Company” or “AS”) was formerly called B.M. Media 

(Thailand) Co., Ltd.  The Company was incorporated on 20 September 2001, with the registered capital of Baht 5.0 

million as a distributor of PC games by co-founders of the Company, Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn, Mr. Sherman Tan and 

Mr. Lertchai Kanpai, all of whom have long experience in the entertainment software business. 

 In 2003, the Company began online game service business in Thailand by launching “Ragnarok Online” 

licensed from Gravity Corporation, South Korea. It was localized into Thai language to serve Thai gamers. This game 

was an immense success, with the highest peak Concurrent Users of over 110,600, and put the foundation for the 

Company to be widely known as one of the leading online game operators in Thailand. In 2004-2005, the company 

restructured its shareholding within the Group through the purchase of shares from its major shareholders to focus on 

the Group’s operating structure, to save costs, and to enhance the efficiency of the Group’s management.

036

7. Policy and Overview of the Group’s Business

7.1 Vision and Strategy

Policy and Overview of the Group’s Business

7.2 Business Overview
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7.3 Group Structure

(Paid-up capital THB 307.4 m)

Thailand

 Asiasoft International Co., Ltd. (Paid-up THB 112.0 m)

         Asiasoft Online PTE LTD (Paid-up SGD 2.0 m)

         AS Online SDN BHD  (Paid-up MYR 4.0 m)

             Trilight Cove Enterprises Ltd. (Paid-up USD 1.0 m)

         PT Asiasoft (Paid-up USD 1.0 m)

 A Capital Co., Ltd. (Paid-up THB 20.0m)

               Funbox Co., Ltd. (Paid-up THB 40.0 m)

               Thaiware Communication  Co., Ltd. (Paid-up THB 1.5 m)

               Cybergames Corporation Co., Ltd. (Paid-up THB 1.0 m) 

 Playpark Co., Ltd. (Paid-up THB 5.0 m)

 Playcybergames Co., Ltd. (Paid-up THB 20.0 m)

 Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd. (Paid-up THB 5.0 m)

 CIB Development SDN BHD (Paid-up MYR 1.0 m)

100.00%

100.00%

79.90 %

60.00%

99.99%

40.00%

30.00%

Overseas

99.99%

99.99%

99.99% 

59.99%

60.00%

61.68%

As at 31 December 2013, the Asiasoft Group (the “Group”) comprises of 14 companies, as follows.



The Group’s main business is in online entertainment, as detailed below.

038 Policy and Overview of the Group’s Business

           Company

1. Asiasoft Corporation Plc (“AS”)

2. Asiasoft International Co., Ltd. (“ASI”)

3. Playpark Co., Ltd. (“PlayPark”)

4. A Capital Co., Ltd. (“A Capital”)

5. Funbox Co., Ltd. (“FunBox”)

6. Thaiware Communication Co., Ltd.

    (“Thaiware”)

7. Cybergames Corporation Co., Ltd.

   (“TCG”)

8. Asiasoft Online PTE LTD (“ASO”)

9. AS Online SDN BHD (“ASM”)

10. PT. Asiasoft (“ASID”)

11. CIB Development SDN BHD (“CIB”)

      

12. Playcybergames Co., Ltd. (“PCG”)

    

13. Trilight Cove Enterprises Ltd. (“TLC”)

      

14. Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd

           Main business

Online game services business and distribution of 

games in Thailand

Investment arm in overseas

Web portals for online games and web advertise-

ment services through its website “www.playpark.

com”

Investment arm in Thailand

Online game services business in Thailand

Exchange of information and distribution of software 

and IT service including software download on the 

website “www.thaiware.com”

Game provider under its private LAN called TCG 

network

Online game services and providing in Singapore 

in online 

game services as well as distributing  prepaid 

cards in Singapore

Online game services and providing in Malaysia 

in online game services as well as  distributing of  

prepaid cards in Malaysia

Online game services in Indonesia

Online game services in Malaysia

Online game services in Thailand

Online game services in Indochina 

Digital marketing agency in Thailand 

Country

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Singapore

Malaysia

Indonesia

Malaysia

Thailand

British Virgin

Thailand



The Group’s main income by type of business can be divided into 3 main types, as follows.

The Group’s revenues can be classified by geographical area into 2 types as follows.
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8. Nature of Business

8.1 Structure of the Group’s Income

Annual Report 2013

Type of Revenue 

Type of Revenue by Geographical Areas

1. Revenue from online game service 

2. Revenue from distribution business 

3. Other income 

Total Revenues

1. Revenue from operation in Thailand 

2. Revenue from overseas operation

Total

Baht Million

1,516

92

77

1,685

Baht Million

1,113

572

1,685

 2011        2012   2013

 2011        2012   2013

Baht Million

1,662

277

77

2,016

Baht Million

1,155

861

2,016

Baht Million

1,530

115

68

1,713

Baht Million

926

787

1,713

%

90

5

5

100

%

66

34

100

%

82

14

4

100

%

57

43

100

&

89

7

4

100

%

54

46

100



1. Nature of the Group’s Business

 The Group is a leading provider of online 

entertainment service in Southeast Asia focusing in 

online games, with the largest market share in Thailand,

Singapore and Malaysia by Concurrent Users (Source: 

Internal research).

 

 The Group’s launch of “Ragnarok Online” 

in Thailand in 2007 was an immense success, with 

the highest number of Peak Concurrent Users of over 

110,600.  From 2008, Asiasoft has published and 

operated “Maple Story SEA”, which is one of the most 

played online games in Singapore. After acquiring CiB 

Development Sdn Bhd in February 2012, the company 

obtained the largest market share in Malaysia by CCU. 

 As of 31st December 2013, The Group operates 

56 online game titles in 6 countries: Thailand (29 games),

Singapore (9 games), Malaysia (20 games), Indonesia

(2 games) Philippines (2 games) and Indochina

(Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar 6 games).  During the 

past 3 years, the provision of online game services 

generated the Group’s main income, accounting for 

82-88 % of the Group’s total income. 

 The online services are operated through 

subsidiar ies companies in each country.  Each

subsidiary will have its own server to provide services

to gamers in each country and to efficiently

accommodate a large number of gamers using the 

services simultaneously.

 The Group generates income from the 

online game business from the sales of @Cash,

One-2-Call!, @Cash Plus and TrueMoney to gamers who 

use the cards to add air time, to exchange for points or

virtual money to buy in-game items.  @Cash Plus is only 

available through electronic vouchers, while @Cash,

One-2-Call! and Truemoney are available via both 

prepaid cards and electronic.   For prepaid cards, they 

are distributed through Internet cafes and convenient 

stores such as 7-Eleven, BIG C, Tesco Lotus and True 

Shop/TrueMove. The electronic cards are available 

through various systems such as 7-Eleven or e-pay

terminals, mobile phones and the Group’s online payment

systems @Shop. Payments may be made by cash, money 

transfer or credit cards.  For One-2-Call!, @Cash Plus 

and TrueMoney which are sold by distributors such as 

7-Eleven, BIG C, Tesco Lotus, Lotus Express, and True 

Shop.

 The @Cash, One-2-Call!, @Cash Plus and 

TrueMoney can be used for all online games in each 

company within the Group.  Moreover, the prepaid 

@Cash cards can also be used for others’ online games 

that are the Group’s business alliances.  In addition, in 

order to provide support to the online game services, 

the Group has established game information centre to 

answer technical questions and questions relating to 

playing instructions through its call centre and via email 

24 hours a day as well as through the Counter Service 

“@Club”.

040

8.2 Products and Services

Nature of Business



As of 31st December 2013, the Group was granted the rights to service online games totalling 56 online game 

titles in 6 countries, as follows.
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  Online game          Type of Game
a
      Type of revenue model 

b

1. Ragnarok Online

2. Sheng Mo Online

3. Maple Story

4. Yulgang

5. 3Kingdoms

6. Granado Espada

7. Water Fairy Online

8. Cabal

9. Ghost Online

10. 8Inw

11. 12Sky2

12. Loong Online

13. Rohan

14. Chosen

15. AIKA

16. Chinese Paladin Online

17. Finding Neverland Online

18. Lost Saga

19. Wang Dao Online

20. Dragon Nest

21. Kung Fu Hero Online

22. He2 Online

23. Ten Online

24. King Naresuan Online

25. Q Tales Online

26. EverPlanet

27. Mahjong Hime

28. HY2 Online

29. Elsword

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

Hybrid Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale
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  Online game          Type of Game
a
      Type of revenue model 

b

  Total 56 Games

30. 9Dragons

31. Ragnarok Online II (EN)(TH)

32. The Exorcist (EN)(TH)

33. Shinchan Online

34. Divina

35. TZ2

36. Audition

37. GetAmped

38. Super Dance Online

39. GetAmped 2

40. Giga Slave

41. SuperStar

42. FC Manager

43. Dragon Rouge

44. Crazy Shooter Online

45. Sudden Attack

46. Mission Against  Online

47. A.V.A

48. S4 League

49. Pocket Ali

50. IOK

51. Ming Chao Chuan Qi Online

52. Ming Dynasty Online

53. Hero Online

54. Star Project

55. Shinobi

56. Chaos Online

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

MMORPG

Casual

Casual

Casual

Casual

Casual

Casual

Casual

Casual

FPS

FPS

FPS

FPS

FPS

Web

Web

Web

Web

Web

Web

Web

MOBA

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Item Sale

Remarks : 
a
 MMORPG is a game which can serve a large number of gamers playing simultaneously.  These gamers can have 

spontaneous interaction with each other through the server system. / Casual is game which gamers do not have to invest much time 

and it does not require high skills and mainly associated with simple artstyle and characters.

    
b
 Air Time Sale is a revenue model charging of game services according to playing time / Item Sale is a revenue 

model charging of game services through the sale of in-game items / Hybrid Sale is a combination of above revenue models.
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(1) Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game 

(MMORPG) 

 MMORPG is an online game which can serve 

a large number of gamers simultaneously and every 

gamer can have interaction with each other in real 

time (Real Time Interaction), which enables the gamers 

to compete or be friend with others as in real life. The 

story of the games is mostly about action adventures 

to defend oneself or war adventure, with the following 

general characteristics:

 • Gamers play one or more of the characters 

in the game simultaneously, using the Multi Character 

Control System: MCC).  Each character has a 

continuous role and different strength and weakness.

 • Gamers can increase the level and collect  

various items such as weapons or points to increase 

the strength of the character and differentiate itself 

from other characters and can also exchange and 

trade in-game items.

 • The life of the characters are inspired 

by events or stories that occur in real life such as 

weddings, accepting other characters as disciples 

or masters , forming a group to f ight against 

opponents etc.

 • There is no winning or losing in the game 

and the game will continue its story endlessly. 

 • Most gamers are loyal to the game, partly due 

to the nature of the game which requires a considerable 

amount of time to move to the next level in the game.

(2) Casual Game 

 Casual Game is an online game which has 

simple gameplay and visual, and it is often associated 

with cute, colourful cartoon characters. A Casual Game 

is normally relatively easy to play. Gamers do not need 

a large amount of time or skills to play and can usually 

finish the game in a short period of time, thus making 

the game suitable for relaxation.

(3) First-Person Shooting (FPS)

 First Person Shooter is an action-oriented online 

games where players are pitted against each other to 

achieve certain objectives (e.g.: Death Match, Capture 

Point and Capture The Flag). The genre’s name derives 

from the game presentation where player is simulating 

the gameplay via first person view of the avatar.  

(4) Web-Based Game

 Web-based game is an online game where 

player can enjoy on web browser without downloading 

any program and/or software. 

(5) Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) 

 MOBA game is sub-genre of the Real-Time 

Strategy genre. The gameplay is characterized by 

strategic combat between two small teams of players, 

each trying to destroy the opponent’s base.

 The Group’s income also comes from @Cafe 

membership fees collected from Internet cafes in Thai-

land for the right to provide the Group’s online and PC 

game services to their customers in the shops.   Moreo-

ver, the Group also operates related businesses such 

as the advertising in online game website and website 

game portals www.playpark.com, www.playthai.co.th, 

www.playfps.com, www.thaiware.com, and www.

thaicybergames.com.

 The Group engages in online entertainment 

services, dividing into 2 main services, online game 

services and game distribution. Detail of online game 

services are as follows: 

 Online game is served on Internet and gamers 

can compete and chat with other gamers in the game 

spontaneously through the server system on which the 

main game programme and gamers’ information are 

stored.  Online game operators shall provide services 

to gamers whose computers have the client programme 

installed and are connected to the Internet and the gam-

ers register to play games through the online games’ 

web site.  However, online games do not include games 

which operate on LAN system. 
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 The online game business is the main source of the Group’s income, accounting for 84 % of the Group’s total 

income in 2013.  The Group operates its business on a comprehensive basis to enable the best and most efficient way 

in operating online game services to gamers in each country, from acquiring game licenses, marketing and establishing 

game information centre and payment channels. Another important task is to prepare the technology and system for 

the provision of services, including the server system, computer equipment and software, client programmes as well as 

creating websites for online games.  Each company in each country has its own separate server system.  As of 31st 

December 2013, the Group provides online game services in total of 56 games in 6 countries, as follows :

 Note : Some games were served in more than one country

Service countries    Numbers (games)                 Online games for which services are provided as of 31 December 2013

Thailand

Singapore 

Malaysia

Indochina 

Indonesia

Philippines

29

9 

20

6 

2

2

Ragnarok, Yulgang, 3Kingdoms, Granado Espada, Cabal, Ghost Online, 8inw, 

12Sky2, Rohan, Lost Saga, Dragon Nest, King Naresuan Online, Q Tales Online, 

EverPlanet, HY2 Online, Elsword, Shinchan Online, Divina, The Exorcist, Audition, 

Giga Slave, SuperStar, FC Manager, A.V.A, S4 League, Star Project, Pocker Ali, 

Ragnarok Online II and Chaos Online

Maple Story, Cabal, Mahjong Hime, Ragnarok Online II, Audition, FC Manager, 

Sudden Attack, A.V.A and Choos Online

SMO, WFO, 8inw, LOONG, CPO, FNO, WDO, KFH, HE2, TEN, Q Tales On-

line, The Exorcist, SDO, CSO, MAT, MCCQ, MDO, TZ2, IOK and Hero Online       

Yulgang, 9Dragons, FC Manager, Chaos Online, Dragon Regou and Shinobi

A.V.A and AIKA 

A.V.A and Maple Story
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 The Group also operates related businesses to 

support the online game services. Such as, www.play-

park.com, a game portal web site which allows gamers 

to connect to other games, including online and PC 

games.  Moreover, it is a venue for game download for 

all games and a gamer community centre to exchange 

data, pictures and opinions. It is also a source of infor-

mation relating to technology as well as a platform for 

the launch of new games.  

 In year 2012, the company has established 

new branch office in Philippines through its subsidiary, 

Asiasoft Pte Ltd. Singapore as the company believe in 

the potential of gaming market in Philippines where 

people use English as their First language with popula-

tion around 80 Million people. Company doesn’t incur 

much of investment cost due to using its own existing 

content and resource.

 The Group also established a new company 

called “PlayCybergame Ltd” for online game service 

in Thailand with paid-up capital 20 Million Baht.  The 

company holds 60% of registered capital and launched 

its first MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) title, 

Chaos Online, in May 2013.  

 In 2013, Company invests in ordinary shares 

of Thinkplus Diglital Company Limited in proportion 

of 60% of Thinkplus’s registered and paid-up capital 

of 5 Million Baht. Thinkplus Ltd. Providing the service 

of digital marketing agency and media selling house. 

Company considered that Thinkplus has the potential to 

carry on the providing the service of digital marketing 

agency via internet and media selling house. The company 

believes that investment in Thinkplus will support the 

core business of the company in the future.

 In early 2014, Company invests in ordinary 

shares of Level Up! Inc. total 100% of Level Up! 

Registered Level Up! Publishing of online game in 

Philippines. Company considered that Level Up! Has 

the potential to carry on the publishing of online 

games in Philippines and having good expertise in 

the business. Level Up! Will support the online gaming 

service that is core business of the company in the future 

and an additional oversea income source to the Group 

of Company.

 In term of revenue, the Group currently charges 

gamers as follows:

(1) Air Time Sale

 Gamers pay fee for the online game service 

according to playing time in the game, mainly used for 

MMORPG.  Currently, only Ragnarok Online game is 

under this model which contributes very small amount of 

the total revenue in 2012.

(2) Item Sale

 This method usually allows gamers to play 

the game for free of charge in order to sell in-game 

items such as weapons, clothes and accessories 

to gamers who will decide whether or not to buy the 

items.  The sold items are considered as the Group’s 

income.  However, their price will vary depending on 

each country in which services are provided, marketing 

policies in the relevant period, and the number of offered 

items.  The offered items in package will be at a lower 

price. 

 At present, revenue model of online game 

services around the world has changed from Air Time 

sale to Item Sale.  The reason is that once gamers play 

games for free first, there is high possibility that they will 

be attracted, and thus will increase the opportunity of 

the Group for higher income through the sale of in-game 

items. 
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2. Distribution and distribution channels 

(1) Marketing activities

 The Group has been operating under the trade 

name “Asiasoft” from the beginning of its operation in 

2001.  The name has become widely known among 

gamers throughout the region as the leader in the online 

game market including ability of selecting good games, 

to maintain its customer base as well as the reliability of 

its server system in providing services.  

 Marketing activities are an important strategy 

for effective communication with customers regarding 

the services and online games offered by the Group. 

Moreover, they provide means to create awareness 

among customers of online games as an inexpensive 

and convenient daily entertainment.  In addition to the 

launch of new games, the Group’s marketing 

activities also aim at strengthening the Group’s market 

position, organizational image and social responsibility. 

The Group also regularly conducts  market surveys in 

order to understand needs and behaviour of gamers, 

which are the basis for effective marketing strategies 

leading to highest customer satisfaction. In addition, the 

Group conducts marketing activities in conjunction with 

distributors and Internet cafes to create understanding 

about online games, services, and pricing strategies of 

the Group.

(2) Distribution

 In providing online game services, the Group 

distributes @Cash prepaid cards for the payment of 

online game service fee, and also cooperate with AIS, 

TescoLotus and True to distribute One-2-Call!, @Cash 

Plus and TrueMoney as additional payment channel. 

The Group believes that effective distribution channel 

assist the company to access the Group’s target 

customers effectively.

The Group distributes @Cash prepaid cards which are 

used for paying the online game service fees.  When 

gamers buy a card, they will receive a serial number 

and password for registration for air time, or exchange 

for points or to be used as virtual money to buy in 

game items which are used for every game in each 

country.  Each card will have a maximum lifetime of 

90 days (for Thailand) and 365 days (for Singapore 

and Malaysia) from the date of registration. Moreover, 

the virtual money in the card can also be used to play 

and buy items from other game publishers that are the 

Group’s alliance.

The distribution of @Cash is operated through 2 

channels as follows :

 (2.1) Through the distributors

 Most prepaid plastic @Cash cards are 

distributed through the distributors, which account for 

only 1% of the total sales of @Cash cards in 2012. 

Most distributors were converted to electronic card 

systems.

 • 7-Eleven convenient stores: the cards are 

sold directly to customers at the 7-Eleven stores locating 

throughout the country.

 • Computer and game shops such as the 

network of shops which sell games and related products, 

game products and computer equipment wholesalers.  

Such distributors may sell @Cash cards directly to 

gamers through their own shops or resell to retailers who 

then sell the cards to gamers. 

 • Internet cafe’s:  The @Cash cards are sold to 

gamers to play games in the Internet cafes.

 (2.2) Through electronic means

 The Group began selling electronic @Cash 

cards since 2008. Where, electronic @Cash cards can 

be purchased by cash, money transfer, or credit cards 

through the electronic system, as described below.
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The company increased its distribution channels through  

AIS, True and Tesco Lotus, where gamers can top up 

money to play our game by using One-2-Call!, True 

Money and @Cash Plus through electronic system as 

following ;

Thailand :

 • Web sites : including the Group’s web sites 

@Shop and @Cash Online (for @Cafe members only).

 • Mobile phones : @Cash on Mobile is the 

sale of electronic @Cash cards via mobile phones and 

gamers pay by sending an SMS through AIS network 

for prepaid system.

 • @Cash on E-Pay : This is an electronic 

payment system.  Gamers make payment through the 

terminal and receive vouchers to pay online game 

service fee.

 • One-2-Call! Cash Card : This is another 

distribution channel that the company joint with AIS, 

the leader in mobile phone operator. Gamers can buy 

One-2-Call! prepaid card which “@” symbol at the 

Conner. The card can be used the same as @ Cash 

card. The group started this service in September 2010.

 • TrueMoney Cash Card : This is a new 

distribution channel that company joint with True Corp. 

Gamers can buy TrueMoney card at Trueshop/

Truemove and 7-Eleven. This new service has started in 

September 2012.

 • @Cash Plus Card : This is new distribution 

channel that company joint with Tesco Lotus, where 

gamer receive serial code to top up game, and price 

start from 50-10,000 Baht. Gamer can buy @Cash Plus 

at Tesco Lotus or Lotus Express. This new service has 

started in September 2012.

Malaysia :

 • Online Credit Card : This is the sale of 

electronic @Cash cards through https://passport.

asiasoftsea.com/general/ap_landing.aspx or www.

paypal.com where payment are made through credit 

cards.

 • MOL e-Pin : gamers can purchase electronic 

@Cash prepaid cards through MOL e-Points at the 

authorized shops or makes an online payment at 

www.offgamers.com or through authorized shops with 

E-Pay symbol.

 • Mobile Phone : @Cash on Mobile is the 

sale of electronic @Cash through mobile phone in 

Malaysia where gamer makes a payment through 

Maxis Network systems.

Singapore :

 • S.A.M Kiosk e-Pin : gamers can purchase 

electronic @Cash prepaid cards through the automatic 

S.A.M. machines and through AXS Auto machine.

 • Mobile Phone : @Cash on Mobile is the 

sale of electronic @ Cash through mobile phone in 

Singapore where gamer makes a payment through 

SingTel, Star Hub and GX.

 • MOL e-Pin : this is a payment system in 

Singapore, which electronic @ Cash prepaid cards can 

be purchased through MOL- e-Points, Enets and PayPal 

at the authorized shops.

 • Global Game Concept : @Global Games 

allows players in South East Asia to play in the same 

server, encouraging cross-countries friendships and 

competition among gamers  by holding SEA Online 

Games Tournaments.  Players are also able to purchase 

@Cash in South East Asia through all of Asiasoft’s wide 

range payment systems.
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Indonesia:

 • Uni-Pin : gamers can purchase Uni-Pin 

prepaid cards through authorized shops, “Indomaret” 

a convenient store whose branches locating throughout 

the country.

 • @Cash Prepaid Card : is distributed through 

our authorized shops.

Philippines :

 • MOL e-Pin : gamers can purchase 

electronic @Cash prepaid cards through MOL e-Points 

at the authorized shops or makes an online payment at 

www.offgamers.com or through authorized shops with 

E-Pay symbol @Cash Prepaid Card which is distributed 

through our authorized shops.

 • Online Credit Card : This is the sale of 

electronic @Cash cards through https://passport.

asiasoftsea.com/general/ap_landing.aspx  or

www.paypal.com where payment are made through 

credit cards.
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Diagram exhibits the distribution of @Cash prepaid cards

 Gamers can pay for the online game service fees by purchasing @Cash prepaid cards either in a form of 

plastic cards from the distributors or in electronic form from the various electronic systems as shown in the diagram 

below.

Diagram exhibits the distribution of One-2-Call!, @Cash Plus and TrueMoney

 In 2010, the company added the channel of payment through One-2-Call! cash card and In 2012, distributed 

to new channel of payment @Cash Plus and TrueMoney, which allows gamers to pay for online game service as shown 

in the diagram below.

Card Distributors

Card Distributors

Payment

Gamer

Gamer

Payment

Payment

Payment

Electronic systems

Card Distributors

Cash

Cash

Game service

Game service
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3. Competition strategies

(1) Diversification of investment to countries with high 

growth potential

 At present, the Group diversifies its investment 

in the online game business in 6 Southeast Asian 

countries, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia,

Philippines and Indochina (Vietnam, Myanmar and 

Cambodia) to reduce risks from operating only in 

Thailand or one particular country. The Group deploys 

regional management strategies which help to reduce 

operating

costs from purchasing licenses fees of games in packages, 

computers and related equipment. The Group also shares 

resources, i.e. human resource, knowledge, technology, 

and work experiences which are key of success for the 

group to penetrate each market. 

(2) Increasing the number of online games and 

continuously updating version for existing games

 As of 31st December 2013, the Group provides 

online game services in total of 56 games in 6 countries, The 

Group cooperates with game developers and game 

publishers to improve the features and contents of the 

Group’s online games to be consistently updated. In 

addition, the Group plans to provide services for new 

games in each country to satisfy customers’ needs in 

terms of design, graphics, and technology. 

(3) Strengthening its market position 

 The Group uses 3 main strategies to strengthen 

its market position, differentiate it from competitors and 

maintain its market leadership in the region. 

 • Offering top online games which are well-known 

and  popular in foreign markets : The Group believes 

that online games that are well-known and popular 

in foreign markets have outstanding features both in 

terms of design and contents, which would increase 

the chance for the Group’s success in marketing such 

games to customers in each target country.

 • Direct marketing activities with target customers : 

By using registered user base, the Group has a strong 

starting point for its direct marking activities to continuously 

maintain and expand the Group’s customer base.  Such 

direct marketing activities include the launch and introduction of 

new games, the promotion of online game playing through 

various in-game activities such as in-game competition 

and special seasonal activities as well as out-of-game 

activities such as meetings and parties among gamers, 

letters introducing new games and the Group’s support 

of social activities etc. 

 • Increasing the number to expand the distribution 

channels : The Group plans to increase the number 

of distributors of @Cash prepaid cards and online 

products, such as guide book and item package, to 

cover more wide-ranging distribution channels. The 

company also added new distribution channel as 

mentioned above and this would increase the Group’s 

advantages over its competitors in maintaining the 

Group’s existing customer base and increasing new 

customer base. In addition, the Group also improved 

the electronic distribution channels in order to reduce 

the Group’s operating cost in the future.   Moreover, the 

expanded distribution network can promote marketing

activities including distribution of posters and advertisement 

to promote to end customers. 
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(4) Marketing activities to stimulate the sale of in-game 

items

 Most of online games service operated by the 

Group through the sale of in-game items, the Group 

focuses on direct marketing activities with gamers to 

encourage them to purchase in-game items regularly 

such as selling in-game item package in each month, 

establishing Item Shop and Item Mall on web sites and 

sending newsletter and SMS to gamers, also reaching 

out to gamers via social media such as Facebook and 

Twitter. 

(5) Efficient online game information centre

 Online game information centre provides an 

important service which enables gamers to play games 

smoothly and continuously, resulting in game loyalty 

and increased playing time and opportunity to sell item 

sales. Currently, the Group provides game information 

through its call centre, e-mail and Live Chat throughout

24 hours as well as through the Counter Service 

@Club for customers who contact the information centre 

in person.  The Group aims to improve the quality of the 

information service and obtain adequate personnel and 

equipment to meet the needs of customers which expect 

to increase in the future. The group obtained  ISO9001: 

2008 for its services.

(6) Development of the server system for the online 

game service

 The Group believes that a good server system 

enables gamers to interact with one another smoothly, 

continuously and rapidly, which is very important 

for online game service. Therefore, the Group has 

continuously improved the server system’s capability 

and increased the size of its communication circuit to 

accommodate the increasing number of gamers.

As a result, the Group is able to provide efficient 

services in terms of consistent and adequate speed 

of the network connection, with minimum errors and 

information losses, which consequently reduces the 

chance of service disruption. In addition, the Group has 

constantly improved the information security system to 

prevent gamers’ information and secrets from being 

stolen. The group obtained ISO/IEC 27001:2005 

(Information Security Management System: ISMS).

 ISO/IEC 27001:2005 is a standard defined 

by the renowned and reliable international ISO (The 

International Organization for Standardization) and IEC 

(The International Electro technical Commission).

 The benefits from ISO/IEC 27001:2005 are 

that customer data and systems that provide secured 

information to be accurate and always available, which 

causes satisfaction to customers; and ensuring that the 

company can conduct the service and business smoothly 

and continuously for both customer and business partners.

(7) Appropriate and competitive online game service 

fee

 It is the Group’s policy to set up the online 

game service fees at the rates that appropriate for 

customers in each country.  For most of its services, 

the Group allows customers to play games for free 

and charges for its service through the sale of in-game 

items to increase the competitiveness of the Group with 

other operators in the same industry and in other 

entertainment industries.  At the same time, such rates 

must produce a good return for the Group.  However, 

the Group does not have a price war policy.



1. Overview of Southeast Asia Online Games 

Market

 The Southeast Asian region is the target market

for the online entertainment services of the Group, 

which consist of 6 countries: Thailand, Singapore, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, and Vietnam. Due to 

social network such as Facebook and Twitter number of 

internet users to jumped rapidly in this year. The number 

of internet users should eventually related to number 

of gamers. Meanwhile, the cost of high-speed internet 

ia getting cheaper. These are all supporting factors to 

growth of the industry in the region.

 Moreover, operators in the online games 

industry enjoy a number of advantages over operator

in other online entertainment industries such as PC 

games, arcade games, movies, music, and karaoke, 

as follows :

 • Online games are cheaper and easily 

accessible : Online games can be played anywhere 

with the Internet connection. The majority of gamers in 

this region play online games in Internet cafes, as it is 

inexpensive, convenient, and it is also meeting place 

for gamers. However, most people in Singapore 

play online games on their own computer due to the 

advanced Internet network in Singapore. Compared 

to other entertainment services, cost of playing online 

games is still lower, and, tendency of gamers in Thailand, 

Malaysia and Indonesia playing game at home contin-

ues to grow compared to the past.

 • The majority of online gamers use the services

on a continuous basis : Due to the nature of online 

game playing, which promotes relationship through 

competition or contact with other gamers who are in

different places at the same time, especially MMORPG 

games, in which each game plays a different role in a 

team and helps each other complete the mission in the 

game, so gamers find online games more entertaining 

and interesting.  Moreover, gamers have to take a lot 

of time to develop their skills in the games in order to 

be the winner, thereby increasing gamers’ relationship 

to the games.

 • Higher Internet and broadband penetration

rates continued to expand the pool of gamers in the 

region. : Similarly, higher PC penetration rates due 

to lower PC prices and better PC specifications also 

boosted the market. In Thailand, the Internet service 

provider has to compete in speed of Internet resulting 

in decreasing Internet cost while the speed increases.

 • Low level of piracy problem : The piracy 

problem of music, PC games, computer programmes 

and other entertainment products is a major and 

unsettled problem for operators in this region and 

has so much impact on their operations that some 

operators have been driven out of business.  On the 

other hand, there is less piracy problem for online game

operators because the main components of online 

games programme are contained in the servers of the 

operators, which gamers cannot access.  Moreover, the 

client programme, which is a programme for installing 

on the gamers’ computers for their first time plays, is 

inexpensive.  Therefore, the piracy problem of online 

game is not as severe as in the case of other copyrighted 

work in the form of CDs, DVDs or cartridges, which can 

be easily copied and distributed. 
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2. Overview of online game industry in Thailand, 

Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia and

Philippines

 The Group provides online game services in 

6 countries: Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, 

Indonesia and Philippines.  The online game industry in 

these countries is growing at a high rate.  In the past, most 

online game operators were small operators offering

a limited number of online games, mostly MMORPG 

games, and charged for their services through air time 

sale. However, today the competition in the industry is 

growing rapidly due to the entrance of large operators

and the continuous launch of new online games.

Furthermore, the change in the revenue model from air 

time sale to free playing but paid for in-game items, has 

contributed to the greater intensity of competition in the 

online game market.

 The online game licensing fees are an important 

operating cost for operators in this business.  At present, 

most game operators in the above countries normally 

acquire licenses of online games that are popular and/

or successful in other countries from game developers 

or game publishers in foreign countries rather than de-

veloping the games themselves.  However, online game 

operators began to develop their own games in order 

to reduce the increasing cost of licensing.

(1) Industry trends and competition in the online gaming 

market of Thailand 

 The market value of Thailand’s online game is 

more than Baht 4 billion  in 2012 (Source: Company’s 

data) Thailand’s online game market is highly competitive

and there were 8 new companies open in 2012, providing 

the total publisher of 41 and 165 games in service 

which increased from 129 games in 2011.

Major contributing factors to the growth of the online 

game business in Thailand

 • Growth of broadband Internet service : In 

the past 3-4 years, the broadband Internet service 

business currently has been growing rapidly due to 

intense competition among the service providers both 

in terms of the services and price. Currently, the service 

fee for the 10 Mbits/second speed is around Baht 

599 per month, which is quite low. Therefore, the 

broadband Internet service has been widely adopted.

As online game playing requires speed for downloading data 

and to make the game more enjoyable, the availability 

of broadband Internet service has increased interest 

in online game playing as well as the accessibility of 

online games to new customers.

 • Variety of available online games : In the 

recent period, online game operators have launched 

new online games which have variety of both features 

and contents. This variety enhances the enjoyment of 

online game playing, increasing gamers’ choices and 

attracting a number of targeted customers to try online 

games. 

 • More VASs : As competition becomes more 

intense over the next few years, support services will 

become a key factor in retaining gamers and reducing

subscriber migration. SPs are looking to enhance the 

customer experience through 24-hour call centre 

services, regular content updates, road shows and 

other social events, as well as promotional campaigns 

through the various media channels. Online gaming SPs 

are expected to offer more of such VASs to meet gamer 

expectations.



 • Set up a Sport Game Association to promote 

online gaming market : In the past, playing games on 

computers are often considered as a cause of youngster 

misbehaviour and social problems. Currently, gaming is 

described under sport category, called Electronic Sports 

or E-Sports by the International Olympic Committee 

(IOC).  It was believed that playing sport game com-

puter is a way to develop the sport industry. As a result, 

competition in game computers or E-Sport  games were 

continuously arranged in both locally and internation-

ally. Most popular competitions are in the form of online 

game. This is a source of the idea for the formation of 

the Sport Game Association in Thailand. To effectively 

manage, control and supervision, as well as to promote 

and encourage Thai game athletes to compete in 

world level. If this concept can occur like what actually 

happened in South Korea, it will enable the Thai game

 online market to grow. Especially, when a youth or 

any other people who are interested in playing games, 

turn to play more and more to develop their skills so 

they can enter into the competition. This will eventually 

increase number of online gamers in Thailand.

(2) Industry trends and competition in the online gaming 

market in Singapore 

 Singapore continues to show strong growth in 

the online games market with the increase of both new 

technology and infrastructure implementations over the 

years. This has in turn provided its gamers locally to 

have greater access to newer and more technologically 

advance games in that are available globally.

 MDA (Media Development Association) & EDB 

(Economic Development Board) had kick-started an in

tiative to attract both foreign publishers and developers  

into Singapore not only to distribute their games within 

the region, but also to invest their resources to grow the 

industry more by setting up studios locally. In addition, 

with both social and mobile game in Singapore showin 

an increased in popularity, has allowed developers in 

prioritizing their resources and focusing it into attention 

on the expanding mobile and online games market 

more than before. 

(3) Industry trends and competition in the online gaming 

market in  Malaysia

 As of end of Q4 2013, there are 36 publishers 

with 150 numbers of game title in the market; 44 of 

which are Client based while the remaining 106 are 

web or SNS titles. 44% of gamers in Malaysia played 

MMORPG, followed by FPS and Casual of 29% and 

27% respectively. MMORPG titles are predominately 

service in Chinese language, while Casual and SNS 

title are in English to target a wider audience. 

 In recent years, the market is seeing foreign 

publisher entering the market, mostly China companies 

such as Perfect World, Akarno, plus smaller publisher 

who are focusing on web titles.

 Major contributing factors to the growth of the 

online game business in Singapore and Malaysia

 • More frequent updates of existing games or 

new game launches : With the free-to-play model being 

dominant in the market, it will be more challenging for 

SPs to retain current gamers. SPs will need to constantly 

upgrade existing games or offer new virtual items for 

sale to attract gamers to return to the game.
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 • Cheaper and more advanced communication

network : In ternet and wireless communicat ion

infrastructure in Singapore is constantly advancing. This 

contributes to the growth of online games business and 

caters for future development of both online games 

and mobile games.  Furthermore,  both Broadband 

and Fibre optics subscription fee in across all ISPs in

Singapore has shown significant decrease over the 

years , resulting in an increase in usage from both new 

and existing users.

 • Increase in Mobile Penetration : In 2013, 

Singapore was ranked No. 1 in Asia in mobile take up 

and mobile commerce with penetration growth of 154% 

and a total of 6,843,500 pre-paid and postpaid (3G & 

4G) users.  According to Mobile marking Association

of Singapore: 90% of Singapore owning at least 1 

smart-phone. 43% chose mobile over friends. 39% 

chose mobile over pc/laptop. 60% multi-task on mobile 

while watching TV. 84% check mobile when they wake 

up in the middle of the night/morning. 

(4) Industry trends and competition in the online gaming 

market of  Vietnam

 There was not much movement in Vietnamese 

Online gaming market in 2013 due to the Government

did not give license for new games in the last 

few years. The permission for new games launch 

is still under consideration and control by the 

Government. 

 At the end of 2013, there were around 49

 publishers operating 217 games. Many Gamers in Vietnam 

interested in MMORPG followed by Casual game

 Major contributing factors to the growth of the 

online game business in Vietnam is internet penetration 

and broadband access. Internet adoption in Vietnam 

is growing at a robust pace. Dial-up connections are no 

longer popular and are used mostly in the underdeveloped 

regions of Vietnam. Instead, broadband connections 

with higher transfer speeds and stable quality have 

become increasingly widespread. Greater Internet 

penetration and faster connections will continue to 

expand the online gaming market in Vietnam. 

(5) Industry trends and competition in the online gaming 

market in  Indonesia

 In 2013, the competition in Indonesia is very 

fierce. There were 30 publishers operating 108 games, 

compared to 35 publishers operating in 2012. Most of 

Gamers in Indonesia played FPS, followed by MOBA 

respectively.

(6) Industry trends and competition in the online gaming 

market in Philippines

 In 2013, the competition in Philippines is 

not much. There were only 8 publishers operating 36 

games, in 2013. Most of Gamers in Philippines played 

MOBA followed by FPS, respectively.



1. Overview of the online game business

 The online game business consists of 5 main 

parties, as shown in the picture below.  First, the Game 

Developer designs and develops games and then sells 

the license of the game itself or appoints a Game

Publisher to find a market and sell the license of the 

games to Game Operators in each country. The Group 

is one of the Game Operator.

 In general, when a Game Operator has bought 

a license of a game, the Game Operator will prepare 

a Data Center for the installation of a server to provide 

online game services and will usually collect the service 

fee from gamers through the sale of in-game currency 

(via prepaid cards or credit card).  The Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs) will rent out the internet bandwidth for 

communicating among the servers of the Game Operator, 

Internet Cafes and directly with gamers. 

2. The Group’s operating procedures for the provision 

of online game services

 To procure a game to provide services in each 

country, the Group appoints Game Manager team to 

be responsible for the procurement and preparation of 

services. Each team will be responsible for one game. 

There are 6 steps in the preparation procedures of the 

Group, as follows.

(1) Selection of online games

 Firstly, the team selects potential games from 

various sources, for instance, games that are popular in 

order countries.  Games will be selected on the basis 

of their contents, which are considered suitable for the 

customer groups and the culture of each country.  In 

addition, they must have the following basic qualities:

 • Featuring High quality gaming content which 

suitable for the target customer groups and not having 

extreme violence and sexually explicit content;
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 • The online game programmes are compatible 

with the target customers’ computers typical specifications;

 • Licensing  fee is appropriate helping the 

Group to generate profit from the games; 

 • Featuring unique features and contents which 

differ from those of other games available in the market 

at the time.

 

(2) Negotiation and purchase of online game license

 The team will negotiate the price and conditions 

of the game license and then enter into a contract with 

the Game Developer or Game Publishers.

(3) Preparation of online game service system

 • Equipment and computer programmes: The 

Group will prepare the server system and computer 

equipment which meet the specification required by the 

Game Developer.  In this regard, the number of servers 

required to support the online game services will be 

estimated by the Group. The Game Developer will then 

install the online game programmes prior to the opening 

of the game services at a later stage.

 • Client Programme: The Game Manager will 

modify and improve the Client Programme which is 

a programme to be installed on gamers’ computers 

in order to run the game, including translation of the 

game’s language into the local language(S) (Game 

Localisation). 

 • Building and hosting game  web sites: The 

Game Manager will create web sites for online games 

as a source of information for gamers regarding

playing instructions, making payments and customer 

service matters.  They also serve as advertising medium 

for the Group via website banners.

 • Service management system: The Game 

Manager will prepare the computer system for the 

management of game services as Game Master in 

order to control the online game playing and to 

facilitate gamers’ feedback. 

(4) Distribution of Client Programme

 The Group will distribute the client programme 

through the various distribution channels to ensure that it 

reaches all gamers.  Such distribution channels include 

free downloads from game web sites, giveaways with 

various game magazines and sales in package with 

game manuals and @Cash prepaid cards.  In addition, 

the client programme is also sent to Internet cafes that 

are members of @Cafe without any additional charge. 

(5) Opening for service

 When all has been prepared, the Group 

will begin the operation of the online game, which 

is divided into 4 stages, as follows. 

 • Internal Test : The Game Manager and staff 

of the Group will test the online game from the server 

to find any errors and to fix them prior to the release of 

the game. 

 • Closed Beta : The game is open for free trials 

by a limited number of gamers who have registered to 

try the game through the web- site as part of the effort 

to find and fix errors.

 • Open Beta : The game is open for free trials 

with  unlimited number of gamers who have registered 

to try the game as the final phase of testing in hosting 

as many amount of gamers as possible simultaneously. 

 • Commercial Launch : After the game has 

been tested, the Group will open the game for service 

to the general gamers at a specified service rate.



(6) Publicity and advertisement

 The group will publicize and advertise the 

game to cause awareness about the launch of the 

game, which is divided into 4 stages, as follows. 

 • Pre-Marketing : This involves the introduction 

of the game on game portals, online game web sites, 

game magazines and information technology magazines.

 • Launching : This involves advertising on 

game portals and online game web sites and send-

ing Electronic Direct Mailer introducing the game to 

customers.

 • Developing : The focus is on out-of-game 

activities in the mass media such as television and 

newspaper, advertisement boards and Internet cafes, as 

well as in-game activities such as in-game competition. 

 • Maturing : The focus is on marketing activities 

and publicity in the game as well as activities through 

distributors of @Cash prepaid cards and Internet cafes. 

3. Online game licensing fees

 In providing online game services, the Group 

acquires game licenses from several Game Developers 

or Game Publishers in foreign countries to provide

services as the sole operator in a specific territory at the rate 

agreed upon by the parties. Most of the agreements have

a term of 2 - 4 years from the commercial launch with 

the right to renew at the same price and under the same 

conditions. In this regard, the Game Developers/Game 

Publishers may terminate the agreements in case of breach 

of the agreements by the Group and/or the Group fac-

ing financial difficulty, insolvency, inability to launch online 

game services in a specific time etc. The license fee of 

online game can be divided into 4 main types, as follows. 

 (1) Initial licensing fee, which is a fixed sum to 

be paid at the date of signing the agreement or within 

a specified period.

 (2) Monthly royalty fee, which varies according 

to the amount of gross profit from the provision of game 

services in each month.  Some agreements may specify 

the minimum guarantee which must be paid within a 

specified period. 

 (3) Annual royalty fee, which varies according 

to the amount of gross profit from the provision of game 

services in each year over and above the monthly 

royalty fee. 

 (4) Success fee payable when the Group’s 

revenue from the game reaches the specified level. 

 The type and amount of licensing fee payable 

as well as the payment period wil l depend upon 

the negotiation between the Group and the Game 

Developer or Game Publisher.
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1. Risks from changes in the laws and regulatory 

requirements regarding state control

 Currently, online game business in Thailand is 

regulated by the Ministry of Culture, the Ministry of 

Information and Communication Technology, and 

Department of Intellectual Property, the Ministry of 

Commerce. The Ministry of Culture governs on the game 

operating license and examines the game content before 

the launch of the game into the market. Department 

of Intellectual Property, the Ministry of Commerce also 

governs an issuance of copyright code (DIP code) to 

copyright owner for game disc production. Ministry of 

Information and Communication Technology released 

Computer Related Crime Act. B.E. 2550 (2007) for the 

regulation and computer related crime protection. The 

Ministry of Culture is working on the game credit rating 

for the appropriateness of the game.  Last year, “the 

white game project” was arranged for the promotion 

and control of the online game industry for the Thai 

society. 

 On the other hand, regulation relating to 

online game industry in Singapore is not as strictly 

as or regulated as much as in Thailand. The online 

game market in Malaysia is relatively new; therefore,

government regulation affecting online game industry 

and internet cafes is not clearly stated to regulate the

internet cafe for internet using or providing online game 

service. However, changes in government regulation 

relating to online game industries or more restriction

concerning game playing could have a material and 

adverse affect on the Group’s business, financial 

condition and results of operations in the future. 

In Vietnam, government still control over the media 

sector and the law strictly governs the online game

business, especially for the restriction for foreign 

investment in Vietnam. Currently, the company is in 

the process of setting up a company in Vietnam and 

considers on the appropriate time to enter into the 

Vietnamese market. 

2. Risks from strong competition and increase of new 

online game operators 

 At present, the competitiveness of the

online game market in Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, 

and Vietnam is increasing as a lot of new comers 

enter into the markets and introduce a wide range of

online games to customers.  The trend of increasing in 

number of publishers and incoming of oversea pub-

lishers, tends to continue due to the high growth and 

profitability of the online game industry.

 However, the company is the market leader in 

the region that cover all games genre with experience 

more than 10 years compared to its competitors. Currently, 

there are no other publisher which cover all games genre 

and has as many user base as the Group in the 

region. The company focuses on the changing trends 

in Gaming industry and demand in the market to stay 

ahead of competition.

9. Risk Factors

9.1 Risks from external factors
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1. Risks from the failure of the game launched to the 

market  which the licenses were already bought by the 

company group

 For the publishing of the online game, the initial 

investment is substantially high, the investment includes 

license fee, servers and related computer equipments, 

as well as the marketing expenses. If the revenues

generated from operating of the online games do not 

cover those costs or revenue does not meet the expectation,

it will have a negative impact to the operating result and 

profit of the Group in the future. Consequently, the Group 

may consider to write-off its deferred licensed fee of any 

particular game in full amount if tendency of the revenue 

generating from that game is continuously declined, which 

will directly affected the Group’s results of operations and 

profit in such accounting period. 

 In order to increase i ts opportuni ty for

operational success, the Group will use its experience 

as well as carefully study game content and do market 

analysis of target gamers before making a decision 

to invest in new online games. In addition, the Group 

has a clear policy to diversify its source of revenue 

into various license online games by launching more 

online games in each country.  Currently, as of 31 

December 2013  the Group has offered a total 56 

online game titles in 6 countries, 29 titles in Thailand, 

9 titles in Singapore, 20 titles in Malaysia, 2 titles in 

Indonesia, 2 titles in Philippine and 6 titles in Indochina 

(Vietnam, Myanmar and Cambodia) and continuously 

launch new online games in the future.

2. Risks from unsuccessful selling in-game virtual items 

 In the past, the Group’s revenues were mainly 

derived from the air time sale of its online games almost 

all of its. However, its revenue at present mostly comes

from the sales of in-game virtual items and this meth-

od will continue in the future. This was partly due to 

the gamers in online game market changing their 

behaviours towards free-to-play online games and 

purchases the in-game items whenever users desire. 

Moreover, the online game operators believe that 

charging service only through selling in-game items 

would attract more gamers into the game and they 

potentially can be converted to purchaser of in-game 

items. 

 Consequently, the Group may have risk of 

declining service revenue generating from selling 

in-game items due to the intensive competition in 

free-to-play online game business model. In addition, 

if a large number of gamers playing online game but 

do not buy in-game items continuously, the Group’s 

business, financial condition and results of operations 

may be adversely affected in the future. However, 

various characters and features in online games will 

encourage gamers to buy in-game items in order to 

differentiate playing feature, appearance and

competition from other gamers. Thus, the Group 

believes that the offensive marketing and direct activities 

to target gamers group will stimulate and attract online 

gamers to buy in-game items continuously.  

3. Risk from natural disaster

 The natural disaster from flooding in 2011 caused 

the damage to household’s properties and affected many 

provinces in Thailand.  The internet cafe which are members 

of company were also affected. If the government cannot find 

way to solve this problem in a longer term, the company is at 

risk from reducing the revenue generating from those internet 

cafe members who may discontinue their membership to reduce 

their cost.

9.2 Business risks
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4. Risks from dependence on a few of internet service 

providers

 The Group currently provides online game 

services by renting the Internet Data Center (IDC) for the 

installation of its server system, and bandwidth from a 

few Internet Service Providers (ISPs). For the services in 

Thailand, the Group rents IDC from True Internet Data 

Center Co., Ltd. , CAT Telecom Public Company Limited 

and TT&T Subscriber Services Co.,Ltd. and rents 

bandwidth from True Internet Data Center Co., Ltd.  

 In Singapore, the company rents the server from 

Equinix Singapore Pte. Ltd  and StarHub Ltd  and rents 

bandwidth from StarHub Ltd and Singtel. In Malaysia, 

the company rents the server from Extreme Broadband 

Sdn Bhd  and rents bandwidth from Global transit com-

munication. The contract was made on a short term 

basis and can be renewed. If such service providers are 

unable to provide good quality for internet services or 

discontinue their operations, the Group’s online game 

services would be adversely affected. Moreover, the 

system failure may decrease the gamers’ enjoyment and 

satisfaction in playing the online games and thereby 

affecting the Group’s reputation and results of operations 

in the future. 

 The ISPs referred to above are among the 

biggest providers in their respective country, with the 

backup and security systems, which meet international 

standards.  The group company added more IDC in 

both local and overseas to reduce the risk on the 

dependency of existing IDC if service was interrupted.

5. Risks from not being a copyright owner and/or 

developer of online games

 In providing online game services, the Group 

buys copyrights of games from the copyright owners 

who are developers or distributors of online games in 

foreign countries to provide online game services in 

a specific territory for approximately 2-3 years from 

the commencement of its commercial launch at the fee 

rate agreed upon with the copyright owners. The 

copyright owners provide support in various aspects 

of the game services such as improvement of program, 

creating patch file, solving bugs etc.  The Group may 

face risks if any licensed games that the Group 

operates are terminated or not renewed at the 

acceptable price and under acceptable conditions.  

There is also a risk of the copyright owners being un-

able to provide assistance or technical support to the 

Group to enable the Group to provide good quality 

services to gamers, which may affect the Group’s 

business, financial condition and results of operations in 

the future. 

 In order to reduce such risks, the Group has a 

policy of procuring copyrights from various developers or 

distributors of online games, whose reputation is widely 

recognized.  The agreement with the copyright owners 

will specify renewed terms and conditions as the same, 

or improved, in order to retain benefit from such right 

while the games are still popular, in which MMORPG 

games and Casual Games have the useful economic 

life by contract of 2-3 years. 
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6. Risks from online games copyright violations

 At present, some operators illegally import 

online game programmes whose copyrights have been 

granted to the Group, install them in their servers and 

provide services of such games through their own net-

work at a lower fee service rate.  This may result in 

the loss of some of revenue.  However, the services 

provided through the piracy servers are normally poor 

in quali ty both in terms of speed and abili ty to

accommodate a large number of players simultaneously.  

Moreover, players can only play the games on the net-

work of servers in which the games have been illegally 

installed and cannot play them on the Group’s network.  

Therefore, there are only a limited number of players 

in the community on such illegal network.  Furthermore, 

operators violating copyright cannot solve the bugs in 

the game programs or technical problems that arise 

and therefore their services are not popular amongst 

game players.  Therefore, the Group believes that the 

loss of part of income from such copyright violations will 

not materially affect the Group’s financial condition.  In 

order to reduce the impact of such problems, the Group 

set up a team to investigate and proceed legal action 

against copyright violators.

 After this offer of newly issued ordinary shares 

to the public, the shareholding proportion of Mr. Pramoth 

Sudjitporn’s group, the Group’s majority shareholder, 

become 51.43 % of the total paid-up capital (Detail as 

of 27  November 2013), which enable them to control 

the votes in the passing of all resolutions in the meeting 

of shareholders, except special resolutions which, 

according to the law, require a vote of three fourths in 

value of shares held by those present and eligible to 

vote. Therefore, other shareholders may not be able to 

gather votes to provide a counterbalance to the majority 

shareholders. Moreover, the majority shareholders have 

the power to manage the Group, with 3 of them being 

directors out of a total of 7 directors. Plus, 1 director  

who was elected by shareholders. The Company has 

appointed 3 independent directors who are outsiders to 

assess the management of the executives and to look 

after the interest of the minority shareholders.

9.3 Risks from the majority shareholders’ 

influence on the policy and management 

of the Group
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Company Name  Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited

Type of Business  Providing online entertainment services as an online game operator in Thailand,

   Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia, Philippines and Southeast Asia, 

   including distributing PC Games

Head Office  No. 9, UM Tower, Room 9/283–5, 28th Floor

   Ramkhamhaeng Road, Suanluang, Bangkok, 10250.

Registered Number 0107550000050

Telephone  66 2769 8888

Facsimile  66 2717 4254

Website   www.asiasoft.co.th and www.asiasoft.net

Registered Capital 307,407,762 Baht divided into 307,407,762 ordinary

   shares with a par value of Baht 1 each.

Paid-up Capital  307,407,762 Baht divided into 307,407,762 ordinary

   shares with a par value of Baht 1 each.

10. General Information (As of 31 December 2013)
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Companies in which the Company hold 10% or more of shares

Company Name  Playpark Company Limited

Type of Business  Web portals for online games and web advertisement services.

Head Office  No. 9, UM Tower, Room 9/286–7, 28th Floor

   Ramkhamhaeng Road, Suanluang, Bangkok, 10250. 

Telephone  66 2769 8888

Facsimile  66 2717 4254

Website   www.playpark.com

Registered Capital 5,000,000 Baht divided into 50,000 ordinary shares with a par value

   of Baht 100 each. All shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 99.99% of registered capital.

Company Name  Asiasoft International Company Limited

Type of Business  Investment Arm (Holding Company).

Head Office  No. 9, UM Tower, Room 9/161, 16th Floor

   Ramkhamhaeng Road, Suanluang, Bangkok, 10250.

Telephone  66 2769 8888

Facsimile  66 2717 4254

Registered Capital 112,000,000 Baht divided into 1,120,000 ordinary shares with a par value

   of Baht 100 each. All shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 99.99% of registered capital.

Company Name  A Capital Company Limited

Type of Business  Investment Arm (Holding Company).

Head Office  No. 9, UM Tower, Room 9/283–5, 28th Floor

   Ramkhamhaeng Road, Suanluang, Bangkok, 10250. 

Telephone  66 2769 8888

Facsimile  66 2717 4254

Registered Capital 20,000,000 Baht divided into 200,000 ordinary shares with a par value

   of Baht 100 each. All shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 99.99% of registered capital.

(As of 31 December 2013)
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Company Name  Funbox Company Limited

Type of Business  Online Games Business Services.

Head Office  No. 9, UM Tower, Room 9/283–5, 28th Floor

   Ramkhamhaeng Road, Suanluang, Bangkok, 10250.

Telephone  66 2319 8093

Facsimile  66 2717 4254

Website   www.funbox.co.th

Registered Capital 40,000,000 Baht divided into 400,000 ordinary shares with a par value

   of Baht 100 each. All shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 99.99% of registered capital held by A Capital Company Limited.

Company Name  Thaiware Communication Company Limited

Type of Business  Developing computer software, implement computer system and

   web advertising services.

Head Office  No. 69/6 Tung Hua Pug Building, B Tower, 4th Floor, Room No.3,

   Soi Suksa Wittaya, Silom Road, Silom Sub-district, Bang Rak District, Bangkok.

Telephone  66 2635 0744

Facsimile  66 2635 0745

Website   www.thaiware.com

Registered Capital 1,500,000 Baht divided into 150,000 ordinary shares with a par value

   of Baht 100 each. All shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 40% of registered capital held by A Capital Company Limited.

Company Name  Cybergames Corporation Company Limited

Type of Business  Providing games through the communications and network system services

   via internet and web advertising services.

Head Office  No. 9, UM Tower, Room 9/245, 24th Floor

   Ramkhamhaeng Road, Suanluang, Bangkok, 10250.

Telephone  66 2717 3515

Facsimile  66 2717 4254

Website :  www.thaicybergames.com

Registered Capital 1,000,000 Baht divided into 100,000 ordinary shares with a par value

   of Baht 100 each. All shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 30% of registered capital held by A Capital Company Limited.
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Company Name  Playcybergames Company Limited

Type of Business  Online Games Business Services.

Head Office  No. 9, UM Tower, Room 9/244, 24th Floor

   Ramkhamhaeng Road, Suanluang, Bangkok, 10250.

Telephone  66 2717 3515

Facsimile  66 2717 4254

Website   www.playcybergames.com

Registered Capital 20,000,000 Baht divided into 2,000,000 ordinary shares with a par value

   of Baht 10 each. All shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 59.99% of registered capital.

Company Name  Thinkplus Digital Company Limited

Type of Business  Carry on the providing the service of digital marketing agency via internet

   and media selling house.

Head Office  No. 9, UM Tower, Room 9/283–5, 28th Floor

   Ramkhamhaeng Road, Suanluang, Bangkok, 10250.

Telephone  66 2769 8888

Facsimile  66 2717 4254

Website :  www.thinkplusdigital.com

Registered Capital 5,000,000 Baht divided into 1,000,000 ordinary shares with a par value of

   Baht 5 each. 

Paid-up Capital  3,000,000 Baht.

Shareholding Status 59.99% of registered capital.

Company Name  Asiasoft Online PTE. LTD.

Type of Business  Online Games Business Services and distributing PC Games.

Head Office  No. 5 Tampines Central 1 #04-01 Tampines Plaza, Singapore 529541.

Telephone  +65 6825 8506

Facsimile  +65 6782 7462

Registered Capital 2,000,000 Singapore Dollar, all shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 100% of registered capital held by Asiasoft International Company Limited.
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Company Name  AS Online SDN. BHD.

Type of Business  Online Games Business Services and distributing PC Games.

Head Office  Suite 21.01, Level 21, Menara IGB, Mid Valley City, Lingkaran Syed Putra,

   59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Telephone  +603 2287 1503

Facsimile  +603 2287 1500

Registered Capital 5,000,000 RM.

Paid-up Capital  4,000,000 RM.

Shareholding Status 100% of paid-up capital held by Asiasoft International Company Limited.

Company Name  PT. Asiasoft

Type of Business  Online Games Business Services

Head Office  Cyber Building 6th floor, Jl. Kuningan Barat No.8, Jakarta 12710

   The Republic of Indonesia

Telephone  +622 1529 05201

Facsimile  +622 1529 05202

Registered Capital 1,750,000 US Dollar

Paid-up Capital  1,000,000 US Dollar

Shareholding Status 79.90% of paid-up capital held by Asiasoft International Company Limited.

Company Name  CIB Development Sdn. Bhd.

Type of Business  Online Games Business Services

Head Office  Suite 6.05-6.07, 6th Floor, Menara Summit, Persiaran Kewajipan USJ I,

   47600 UEP Subang Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia

Telephone  +603 8023 8315

Facsimile  +603 8023 7830

Registered Capital 1,000,000 RM, all shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 61.68% of registered capital.
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Company Name  Trilight Cove Enterprises Ltd.

Type of Business  Online Games Business Services in Indochina region

Head Office  Porcullis TrustNet Chambers, P.O.Box 3444, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands.

Telephone  +65 6825 8506

Facsimile  +65 6782 7462

Registered Capital 1,000,000 US Dollar, all shares have been issued and fully paid up.

Shareholding Status 60.00% of registered capital held by AS Online Sdn. Bhd.

Reference Persons

Registrar  Thailand Securities Depository Company Limited

   62 The Stock Exchange of Thailand Building, Rachadapisek Road, 

   Klongtoey, Bangkok 10110, Thailand

Telephone  0 2229 2800

Facsimile  0 2654 5427

Auditors   Mr. Supachai Panyawattano CPA License No. 3930

   Ernst & Young Office Limited

   33rd Floor, Lake Rajada Office Complex, 

   193/136-7 Rajadapisek Road, Klongtoey,

   Bangkok 10110

Telephone  0 2264 0777

Facsimile  0 2264 0789
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11. Information of Securities and Shareholders

Information of Securities and Shareholders

 As of 31 December 2013, the Company’s registered capital was Baht 307,407,762, divided into 307,407,762 

ordinary shares with a par value of Baht 1.00 each, of which Baht 307,407,762 is paid-up capital, divided into 

307,407,762 ordinary shares with a par value of Baht 1.00 each.

 As of the latest book closing date on 27 November 2013, Top Nine Company’s shareholders were as follows:

 Remarks :

 
(a)
 Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn is a spouse with Miss Saowalak Jitsamrit.

 
(b)
 Mr. Tan Tgow Lim is a spouse with Miss Seet Jing Huan, Jennifer.

 
(c)
 Being company for investment in Lombard Asia III Fund, which support and manage

    by Lombard Investment, Inc., head office at San Francisco, USA.

Names of Shareholders    Number of Shares  % Holding

1. Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn
a
       131,121,400   42.654

2. Mr. Tan Tgow Lim
b
         30,023,300    9.767

3. Asia Investment Partners Limited
c
       30,000,000    9.759

4. Miss Saowalak Jitsamrit
a
        27,000,000    8.783

5. Mr. Lertchai Kanpai         15,509,500    5.045

6. Miss Seet Jing Huan, Jennifer
c
        15,000,000    4.880

7. Thai NVDR Company Limited         3,437,100    1.118

8. Mr. Somsak Tiraganun          2,197,700    0.715

9. Mr. Chaiyan Jitpuentham         2,000,000    0.651

11.1 Company’s Securities

11.2 Company’s Shareholders
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 Moreover, Asia Investment Partners Limited is the company for investment which was hold the whole shares by 

Lombard Asia III Fund, having head office at Hong Kong, Lombard Asia III Fund has emphasize to invest in Thailand 

and other countries in Southeast Asia and has policy to invest in long-term shares in potential competitive company. 

Unit holders of such fund are famous institution investor such as the California Public Employees’ Retirement System 

(CalPERS), Asian Development Bank, International Finance Corporation of the World Bank Group, and Fund of Funds 

which established by CDC Group PLC.

 List of major shareholders who, according to their conducts, were able to assert their influences towards 

the management policy and operation procedure of the company with ulterior motives (Shareholding groups or 

shareholders who owned over 10% and holding position as the company’s director or sending representative as the 

company’s director), are Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn’s Group and Mr. Tan Tgow Lim’s Group.

 In general, if Asiasoft Group has no funding requirement for additional investment or business expansion and 

has sufficient cash flow, Asiasoft Group has a policy to pay dividend to shareholders of the Company and its subsidiaries 

of at least 30.0% of net profit of each company (according to each company’s financial statements) after deducting 

corporate income tax, legal reserves and other necessary reserves on quarterly basis. The first to third dividend payment 

shall be paid as an interim dividend and the fourth dividend payment shall be paid as an annual dividend. Nevertheless, 

this dividend payment rate may be changed depending on the necessity and appropriateness, given that this change 

must provide the highest benefit to the shareholders. A resolution of the Company’s Board of Directors regarding the 

dividend payment must be proposed to the Shareholder Meeting for approval, except for an interim dividend payment, 

which the Board of Directors may approve and then report to the next Shareholders Meeting.

11.3 Dividend Payment Policy
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12. Management Structure

Management Structure

 As of 31 December 2013, the Company’s Board of Directors had 7 members, all of whom have attended the 

Thai Institute of Directors’ training programmes, as follows:

 Mrs. Monluedee Sookpantarat the Audit Committee Member has adequate expertise and experience

 to review creditability of the financial reports. 

 Mr. Chalermchai Duphatsakul is the Secretary to the Board.

    Name           Position                     At the meeting during 2013

1. Mr. Tan Tgow Lim

2. Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn 

3. Mr. Lertchai Kunpai

4. Mr. Surasak Khaoroptham

5. Mr. Chalermphong Jitkuntivong

6. Mrs. Monluedee Sookpantarat

7. Mr. Thanwa Laohasiriwong

Chairman of the Board         6/6

Vice Chairman of the Board        6/6

Director           6/6

Director           6/6

Independent Director and         6/6

Chairman of the Audit Committee

Independent Director and         6/6

the Audit Committee Member

Independent Director and         6/6

the Audit Committee Member

12.1 Board of Directors

 Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn signs signature together with Mr. Lertchai Kunpai or Mr. Tan Tgow Lim totally up 2 

persons and affixs the company seal.

Authorized Directors to bind the Company pursuant to its Certificate of Incorporation:
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1. Overseeing, monitoring and managing the Company’s 

operations to ensure that they are carried out pursuant 

to the law, the Company’s objectives and the Company 

Charter and are in line with resolutions adopted at 

shareholder meetings on the basis of good corporate 

governance principles, and ensuring that action taken is 

in line with the rules and regulations prescribed by the 

SET and the SEC.

2. Determining or revising the list of authorized directors 

to bind the Company.

3. Setting policies, strategies and direction for the 

Company’s operat ions and supervis ing the 

management to ensure effective and efficient 

implementation of the designated policies to create 

highest economic benefits to its shareholders and for 

the Company’s sustained development.

4. Making decisions on important matters such as 

business plans, budgets, major investment projects, 

management authority and any other matters prescribed 

by law.

5. Appointing any sub-committee(s) or individual(s) e.g. 

Executive Committee, Audit Committee and Managing 

Director, to help in the monitoring, follow-up and

supervision of the Company’s management on matters 

which are substantial within the Board’s jurisdiction.  This 

includes evaluation of performance and determination of 

remuneration for the members of those sub-committee(s) 

or individual(s), or delegation of authority of any duration 

as is deemed expedient.  Such authority may,however,

be terminated, revoked, modified or revised by the 

Board.

6. Taking action to ensure that there is an efficient and 

effective system in place for internal control/internal audit 

and risk management and monitoring and following up 

those issues on a regular basis.

7. Preparing the Board’s Annual Report(s) and taking 

charge of preparing and disclosing financial statements 

to give its shareholders information on the Company’s 

financial status and its performance in the preceding 

year.

 However, delegation of authority to the above 

sub-committee(s) or individual(s) shall not include any 

delegation of authority which will empower any of them 

to authorise a transaction between the Company or 

any of its subsidiaries and the above sub-committee(s) 

or individual, or their authorised representative with a 

possible conflict of interest of any kind.  In addition, the 

Company is required to ask for prior approval from 

the Company’s shareholders regarding the Company’s 

entering into a connected party transaction and acquisition 

or disposal of its material assets in accordance with 

the SET applicable regulations.  If any director or 

individual may have a conflict of interest (as stipulated 

in Notification(s) of the SEC and/or the SET), that 

director(s) or individual(s) shall not have a right to vote 

or be authorized to approve that transaction in any 

way.

 Moreover, the Board has delegated authority 

to any of the above sub-committee(s) or individual(s) 

to execute transactions concerning the Company’s 

operations and investment in its normal course of

businesses in which the scope of authority and financial

limits, at each level, are clearly defined. Such delegation

of authority may not be made without setting a 

financial limit.

The principal power, duties and responsibilities of the Board of Directors 
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 Name     Position

1. Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn   Chief Executive Officer 

2. Mr. Goh Kian Khoon   Chief Financial Officer

3. Mr. Lertchai Kanpai   Managing Director

4. Mr. Kittipong Prucksa-aroon  Deputy Managing Director - Sales

5. Mr. Chatchawan Triamvicharnkul Deputy Managing Director - Accounting and Finance

6. Mr. Vinai Vimukti   Deputy Managing Director - IT

12.2 Management (according to the definition of the SEC and the SET)

 As of 31 December 2013, the Company’s Management consisted of 6 executives as follows
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Organization Chart

Project

Marketing MMO

Marketing Casual

HR

Corporate Finance

DMD - IT

Management

Information System

IT Infrastructure

DMD - Sales

Customer Care

FPS & MOBA

Sales

Business Development

DMD - Finance

Accounting

Corporate Service

Internal Control

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Managing Director (MD)
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The principal power, duties and responsi-

bilities of Chief Executive Officer

1. Supervising, monitoring and authorising matters 

pertaining to the normal course of the Company’s 

operations to ensure they remain in line with the 

policies set by the CEO.  The Managing Director is 

also authorised to delegate authority to executives or 

one or several individuals to take any action involving 

the Company’s regular operations as he or she sees fit.

2. Undertaking action and managing operations/

activities involving the general administration of the 

Company’s affairs.

1. Supervising, monitoring and approving transactions/

matters pertaining to the normal course of the Company’s 

business and that of its subsidiaries to ensure that they 

remain in line with the Board’s policies and decisions.  

It is also authorised to delegate authority, as considered 

appropriate, to the Managing Director, executives or 

one or several individuals in the Company and its 

subsidiaries to take any action relating to the Company’s 

regular and daily operations and those of its subsidiaries.

2. Taking action and managing operations/activities 

involving the administration of the Company and its 

subsidiaries.

3. Taking any action in the normal course of the 

Company’s business or that of its subsidiaries such as 

the purchase of goods and licenses, and investment in 

properties which does not exceed Baht 20 million per 

each contract, and delegating authority for payments 

to personnel at executive levels in the Company and 

its subsidiaries to purchases, contractual hire/employment 

for properties and services for the benefit of the Company 

and its subsidiaries.

4. Delegating authority to the Managing Director, 

employees at the executive level or one or several 

individuals in the Company and its subsidiaries to take 

any action considered appropriate on behalf of the 

Chief Executive Officer (the CEO), discharging specific 

duties (such as purchases, employment, payment) under 

the CEO’s supervision and within the timeframe the 

CEO sets.  Such delegation of authority may be terminated, 

revoked, revised or modified by the CEO.

5. Taking action on behalf of and representing the 

Company and its subsidiaries to third parties in 

matters relating and beneficial to the Company 

and its subsidiaries.

6. Appointing advisors in various areas necessary for 

the operations of the Company and its subsidiaries 

within the budgetary framework authorised each year 

by the Board.

7. Carrying out any other duties which may be assigned 

to them from time to time by the Board or the Executive 

Committee.

 The CEO will report directly to the Executive 

Committee.  He or she must act in accordance with the 

guidelines and policies set by the Executive Committee.

 Moreover, the CEO will have no authority to 

take any action or be involved in any transaction or 

matter between the Company or any of its subsidiaries 

and the CEO or his/her authorised representative with 

a possible conflict of interest of any kind.  However, 

this rule may be waived if the authorisation involves 

a transaction which is to be undertaken on an arms’ 

length basis in the normal course of the Company’s 

business within the scope of his/her powers and/or 

financial limit set by the Board subject to the criteria, 

terms and procedure under the Company’s articles of 

association and the applicable rules of the SEC.

The principal power, duties and responsibilities 

of the Managing Director
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3. Employing, appointing, re-locating, dismissing and 

terminating Company employees below the executive 

level as well as determining and adjusting their 

remuneration and bonuses, together with appointing 

individual(s) to represent the Employer on the Company’s 

Provident Funds Committee.

 4. Authorising action in the normal course of 

the Company’s operations such as the purchase of 

goods and licenses, and investment in properties which 

does not exceed Baht 10 million per each contract, 

and delegating the authority for payments to Company’s 

executives to purchases, contractual hire/employment 

for property and services for the benefit of the Company.

 5. Delegating authority to employees at the 

executive level or to one or several individuals to take 

any action considered appropriate on behalf of the 

Managing Director in order to discharge specific duties 

on his or her behalf (such as purchases, employment, 

payment) under his or her supervision and within the 

timeframe that he or she sets.  Such delegation of 

authority may be terminated, revoked, revised or modified 

by the Managing Director.

 6. Issuing orders, rules, announcements and 

memoranda to ensure that work is carried out pursuant 

to the Company’s policies and in its interests and for 

the sake of maintaining order within the organisation.

 7. Taking action on behalf of and representing 

the Company to third parties in matters relating and 

beneficial to the Company.

 8. Carrying out any other duties which may be 

assigned from time to time by the CEO.

 The Managing Director will come under the 

CEO’s jurisdiction and will report directly to him or 

her. The Managing Director will act in accordance 

with guidelines and policies set by the CEO. Moreover, 

the Managing Director will have no authority to take 

any action in or relating to transactions or matters

 The Board of Directors’ Meeting No. 5/2008 

held on 13th August 2008 has the resolution to appoint 

Mr. Chalermchai Duphatsakul as the Company Secretary 

with effective on 13th August 2008 and has the rights, 

duties and responsibilities in accordance with the laws 

as summarized following:

1. Prepare and keep the following documents:

 (a) a register of directors;

 (b) a notice for calling director meeting, a minute 

of meeting of the board of directors and an annual report 

of the company;

 (c) a notice for calling shareholder meeting 

and a minute of shareholders’ meeting;

2. Keep reports of conflict of interest which are reported 

by a director or management;

3. Perform any other acts as specified in the notification 

of the Capital Market Supervisory Board.

 Mr.Chalermchai Duphatsakul graduated Bachelor 

of Laws with 2nd class honors, Thammasat University and 

passed Training Program organized by Thai Institute 

of Directors Association (IOD) i.e. Company Secretary 

Program (CSP27/2008) and Effective Minute Taking 

Program (EMT11/2008). 

between the Company or any of its subsidiaries and 

the Managing Director or their authorised representative 

with a possible conflict of interest of any kind. However, 

this rule may be waived if the authorisation involves a 

transaction which is  undertaken on an arms’ length basis 

in the normal course of the Company’s business and 

is within the scope of its powers and/or the financial 

limit set by the CEO, subject to the criteria, terms and 

procedure under the Company’s articles of association 

and the applicable rules of the SEC.

12.3 Company Secretary
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Monetary Remuneration

 Executive Remuneration above is calculated from Directors and Management of Asiasoft Corporation Public 

Company Limited only.

(a) Directors’ Remuneration Year 2013 :

(b) Remuneration of Management Year 2013 :

12.4 Executive Remuneration 

1. Mr. Tan Tgow Lim

2. Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn 

3. Mr. Lertchai Kanpai

4. Mr. Chalermphong Jitkuntivong

6. Mrs. Monluedee Sookpantarat

7. Mr. Surasak Khaoroptham

8. Mr. Thanwa Laohasiriwong

         Total

Executives
b

360,000.00

220,000.00

240,000.00

240,000.00

240,000.00

240,000.00

240,000.00

1,780,000.00

9

-

-

-

280,000.00

210,000.00

-

210,000.00

700,000.00

16,077,508.78
c

         Names                 Remuneration (Baht)  Meeting Allowance (Baht)

       Position         Persons    Remuneration
a
 (Baht)

 Remarks :

 
a
 Comprising salaries, bonus, contributions to Social Security Funds and Provident Funds, overtime payments,

   and welfare benefits.

 
b
 As defined by the SEC and the SET, and includes Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn, as the CEO.

 
c
 Remuneration were calculated by the actually work days, some management has resigned from the Company 

   during the year. 
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The number of employees and remuneration for the Group of Company (excluding directors and executives according 

to 12.4) as of the end of year 2013 is detailed below:

12.5 Human Resources

Online Games Project

Business Development

IT

Accounts & Finance

Sales 

Marketing

Corporate Service

Executive Office

Internal Control Office

Publishing

Corporate Finance

Others

         Total

Salaries

Bonus

Others
b

Total

276.88

48.54

54.72

380.14

166

3

98

19

24

91

64

3

2

0

4

2

476

109

16

50

13

22

69

27

9

0

0

0

8

323

275

19

148

32

46

160

91

12

2

0

4

10

799

         Sections     Company         Subsidiaries
a
         Total

Number of Employees (As of 31 December 2013)

          Types of Remuneration         Employees’ Remuneration (Baht Million)

 Remarks :

 
a
 Including ASO, ASI, ASM, Funbox, PT.Asiasoft, CIB, TLC, PCG, TP

 
b
 Comprises of contributions to the social security funds and provident funds, social welfare,

   overtime, commissions and allowances.

 Since it commenced operations, there has been no labour dispute within the Group.



 The Company places great importance on personnel development with a view to equipping its employees with 

the right knowledge, skills and competencies to carry out their duties and strengthen the Company for further prosperity.  

It is the Company’s policy to arrange training for employees by providing both in-house and external training courses, 

particularly with its suppliers, who are online game developers.  This will help enhance employees’ knowledge of IT, 

computer games and others.  Employees also learn on-the-job as it is the Company’s policy to transfer knowledge and 

skills among its employees while they work.

080

Policy on Human Resources Development

Management Structure
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13. Corporate Governance

13.1 Corporate Governance’s Policy

 The Board is aware of its role, duties and 

responsibilities towards the Company and its shareholders

and has already approved written policies

pertaining to supervision and monitoring of its operations.

Criteria and operating guidelines have been set, in line 

with Principles of Good Corporate Governance of the 

SET to support the Good Corporate Governance in 

practice. Moreover, the Company must comply with 

the various rules and regulations prescribed by the SEC 

and the SET in every respect and review its governance 

policies and evaluate the result pursuant to those

policies at least once a year. 

 On 20 June 2007, the Board of Directors 

Meeting No.1/2007 resolved to create policies on 

the supervision of its operations, which will be used as 

guidelines. They can be divided into 5 sections, as follows:

1. The Rights of Shareholders

 The rights of shareholders covers a variety 

of rights such as the right to purchase, sell or transfer 

shares, the right to share in the Company’s profits, the 

right to attend shareholder meetings, and the right to 

express an opinion and to participate in making important

decisions in the Company.  Such decisions include the 

selection of directors, approval of major transactions 

with a potential impact on the Company’s direction, 

and revisions of the Company’s Memorandum and 

Articles of Association.

 It is the Company’s policy to promote and 

facilitate the shareholders’ exercise of their various 

rights, by such means as the following:

 • Distribute information concerning shareholder 

meetings on the Company’s website before sending 

out paper documents, and elaborating on the rights of 

shareholders in attending the meeting and voting.

 • Where a shareholder cannot attend the 

meeting in person, he or she is given the opportunity 

to appoint an independent director or any individual 

as his or her proxy at the meeting by using any of the 

forms of proxy sent by the Company together with the 

convening notice for the meeting.

 • Before a scheduled meeting date, 

shareholders are given the opportunity to send 

their opinions, recommendations and questions 

by e-mail to the Investment Relations Officer or 

the Board Secretary.

 • The Company will arrange an appropriate 

time-slot for shareholders to make their comments and 

recommendation or raise questions freely on any 

agenda item before a resolution is adopted on that 

item.  Adequate information has already been provided 

to shareholders for these meetings and the Company 

will arrange to have available staff who are well informed 

in each area under question, under the Board’s supervision, 

to respond to any questions or doubts raised from the 

floor.

 • All directors will attend the meeting so that 

shareholders may ask for further details or information 

on any relevant issues.

2. Equitable Treatment of Shareholders

 It is the Company’s policy to treat all 

shareholders equally and protect their rights in the 

interest of strengthening equitable treatment particularly 

for minority shareholders.  For instance:

 • Shareholders will be given equal opportunities 

and facilities.  No action will be taken that will limit, 

violate or diminish their rights.

 • The right to vote at meetings will be 

determined by the number of shares held by each 

shareholder at the rate of one vote for one share.
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 • Independent directors are assigned to 

take care of minority shareholders who may make 

recommendations, comments or complaints to them.  

These independent directors will give appropriate 

consideration to each issue.  For example, in the 

case of complaints, they will establish the facts 

and decide a suitable remedy. In the case that the

independent directors consider that the recommendation 

has significant impact on those with vested interests or 

on the Company’s operations in general, that issue will 

then be submitted to the shareholder meeting for the 

shareholders’ consideration.

 • Shareholders will be encouraged to exercise 

their rights.  For example, minority shareholders will be 

given the opportunity to add agenda items before the 

scheduled meeting date or to nominate directors.  The 

agenda, however, may not be expanded without prior 

notice to shareholders.

 • The Board has taken measures against insider 

trading by relevant parties including directors, executives, 

employees and employees of the Group involved with 

that information (including the spouses and non sui-juris 

children of those individuals).

3. Role towards stakeholders

 The Company takes seriously the rights of all 

stakeholders such as customers, suppliers, employees or 

shareholders as well as the public and society overall. 

They will be treated by the Board in accordance with 

their rights, conditions, legal requirements and various 

related rules and regulations.  Action will also be taken 

for co-operation between these various stakeholders 

according to their roles and duties to ensure smooth 

operations with stability and equitable returns for all 

parties

 To ensure that stakeholders receive their due, the 

Company has established an operating guideline in its 

Code of Conduct for Employees. The Code of Conduct 

has been distributed on the Company’s website and 

internal communications media such as the Intranet and 

the PR Board.  The directors, executives and employees 

at every level must adhere closely to the Code of Conduct 

in their work.  In addition, channels have been opened for 

stakeholders to communicate with, and comment or provide 

information to the Board through independent directors.

 • Shareholders : In its determination to achieve 

good performance, stable growth and competitiveness

for the Company in the face of current and future 

risks, and to create added value for its shareholders 

in the long-term, it is the Company’s duty to disclose 

information for the sake of equity and transparency such 

that it will endeavour to protect the Company’s property 

and to preserve its good reputation to the best of its 

ability.

 • The Company’s Board of Directors : The 

Board is aware of the rights of all stakeholders and the 

action to be taken to treat all fairly and equitably.

 • Employees : Employees are a valuable

asset of the Company. Therefore the Company recruits 

people with the relevant skills and experience to ensure 

the Company’s growth and satisfy its requirements. 

Human resource development is ongoing to ensure 

that staff competencies are maintained at a high level 

and that staff are appropriately and competitively

compensated vis-a-vis leading companies. Moreover, 

the Company is focused on building up and reinforcing 

a good working culture and environment and treating 

its employees fairly on an equal basis. The Company 

looks after employees’ security and welfare through its 

Provident Funds and its provision of loans to employees, 

arrangements for fire-drills, provision of safety/security 

systems etc.
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 • Customers : The Company focuses on customer 

satisfaction with its workforce of quality staff and excellent 

service together with its readiness to meet their demands.  

Customers are treated respectfully and responsibly and 

care is taken to keep information from them confidential.  

Customer feedback is encouraged with staff specifically 

assigned to receive complaints.

 • Suppliers : The Company takes care to treat 

its suppliers in line with commercial terms and contractual 

obligations.  Action is taken within a framework of fair 

competition avoiding cheating behavior.

 • Competitors : The Company functions within 

a framework of fair competition and has always avoided 

dishonest measures that try to eliminate competitors.

 • Communities, Society and the Environment 

: The Company fully cognizant of its role as a part of 

society with a commitment for its wellbeing, public activities 

is supported in the interest of developing communities

and the Environment. Its on-line games services are

provided with a serious commitment to Society as it is 

the Company’s policy to provide games with suitable 

content without violence and with appropriate warnings in 

its games and advertisements.  Seminars are arranged 

to encourage players to spend their time appropriately 

and to play their games properly.  The Company is the 

first on-line games operators in Thailand to provide an 

age-classification for each game in accordance with the 

State’s age-classification policy.  It also makes a Game 

Master available for each game in order to check and 

monitor gamers’ various activities in the games and to 

ensure that no violence, gambling or other inappropriate 

activity is involved.  Moreover, its on-line games services 

help to build gamers’ computer skills and expand the 

internet usage and internet network infrastructure, enabling 

the public to easily access data and various information. 

In addition, online games developed by the Group have 

contributed to the development of Thailand’s R & D in 

software and animation.

4. Disclosure and Transparency

 Besides making complete and timely financial 

disclosure or disclosure of other information to the public 

via various channels in strict compliance with the law, 

the Company shall also make the following disclosures 

to show the transparency of its operations:

 • Disclosure of information concerning 

performance by various sub-committees such as the 

frequency of their meetings. 

 • Disclosure of guidelines in recruiting directors, 

relevant evaluation guidelines and evaluation of the 

Board’s performance.

 • Disclosure of remuneration policies for directors 

and high-level executives as well as the form, manner 

and amount of remuneration received by each member 

of the various sub-committees.

 • Disclosure of policies created for protection 

of the environment and in support of society, and the 

results of their implementation.

 • Report on policies of corporate governance 

and their implementation.

 • Opportunity for the public to raise any concern/

query via the Investment Relations Officer.

5. Responsibilities of the Board, its structure and 

various sub - committees
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 Currently, the Company’s Board of Directors 

comprises of 7 members, 3 of whom are executive 

and 4 are non-executive. Three members of the Board 

are independent directors which, therefore, exceeds 

one-third of the Board thereby giving an appropriate 

balance vis-a-vis executive directors. The Board has set 

up 2 sub-committees to help supervise operations of 

the Group, i.e. the Executive Committee and the Audit 

Committee which consists of 3 independent directors 

with a term of office of up to 3 years.  The duties and 

responsibilities of those Committees have been expressly 

defined at previous shareholder meetings.

 The Company has clearly separated the duties 

and responsibilities of its Board and senior executives.  

While the Board’s duty is to establish policies and 

supervise performance of high level executives pursuant 

to those policies, it is the duty of high-level executives to 

administer the Company’s affairs in various areas to 

ensure that these policies are implemented appropriately. 

The Chairman of the Board and the Chief Executive 

Officer must be two different individuals to ensure that 

there is a clear separation between the determining of 

supervisory policies and the administration of regular 

affairs.  However, both of them will be representatives 

of majority shareholder groups, albeit different groups, 

which together constitute the Company’s founders.

Remuneration for Directors and Executives

 The Company has a policy of determining

remuneration for its directors, both in monetary and 

non-monetary terms, openly and transparently.

The remuneration shall be submitted for approval to 

the annual general meeting of shareholders. Criteria

governing remuneration of directors are as follows:

The Board’s Structure

 The vision outlined by the Group is that:  “We 

are determined to maintain our leadership in Online 

Entertainment Services involving online games in the 

South East Asian Region, with a focus on providing 

efficient services, developing our personnel to support

the services and expanding investment to other high 

potential countries in the Region, under a transparent

and accountable management pursuant to the principles

of Good Corporate Governance”.  To realize this vision,

the Board strives to maintain the highest ethical standards

within the framework of the law, the Company’s

objectives and its Charter as well as resolutions adopted at 

shareholder meetings with commitment, honesty, integrity 

and prudence in line with good operating practice so as 

to deliver highest economic value to the Company and 

maximum stability to shareholders.

 The Company’s Board of Directors

comprises of people who have knowledge, skills and

experience drawn from a variety of professions in the 

areas of PC games, online business, finance, marketing, 

law, management and other fields beneficial to the

Company’s work.  The Board is free to decide in the 

best interests of the Company and its shareholders 

overall.  This Board has played a part in determining (or 

approving) the Company’s Vision, Mission, Strategies, 

Targets, Business Plans and Budgets as well as supervising

the performance of its management to ensure effective 

implementation of the Business Plans and Budgets for 

the greatest economic benefit for the Company and 

maximum stability for the shareholders.  Action has also 

been taken to ensure that there is a process for regular 

evaluation of the adequacy of internal control, internal 

audit, risk management, financial reporting and follow-up 

of performance.
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 • Appropriate and commensurate with the 

duties and responsibilities of each director.

 • At a level capable of attracting and retaining 

quality directors with suitable ability and knowledge.

 • Clear, transparent and easily comprehensible.

 • Comparable to the remuneration of directors 

in the same or similar industry(ies).

 The remuneration for executives will be

determined by the Board, both in monetary and 

non-monetary terms, in line with the Company’s 

performance and each executive’s performance. 

They will be set at such rates as are adequately 

attractive to retain quality senior executives and shall be 

comparable to rates of other companies in the same 

grade or operating in the same line of business.

Board Meetings

 Board meetings will be convened and 

conducted pursuant to the Company’s Charter, the 

laws governing public companies and the rules and 

regulations of the SET with special meetings to be 

convened, where necessary.

 The Chairman of the Board, as chairman of the 

meeting, will support the exercise of prudent discretion 

and will allow enough time for the meeting to ensure 

that major problems may be submitted and discussed 

by management with due diligence. An invitation to the 

meeting, together with the agenda items and supporting 

documents, will be sent to the Board at least 7 days

before the meeting. All directors will be required to 

attend every Board meeting except in the case of an 

emergency. Minutes of the meeting will be properly 

and correctly recorded by the Company and will be 

accessible by shareholders for verification. 

Report from the Board of Directors

 The Board will be responsible for preparing the 

Company’s f inancia l  s ta tements inc luding the

Consolidated Financial Statements for the Company 

and its subsidiaries and the Financial Information to 

be presented in the Annual Report.  Those financial 

statements will be prepared pursuant to the accounting 

standard generally accepted in Thailand based on 

appropriate, acceptable and consistence accounting 

policies.  Discretion and care will be exercised to 

ensure that the Notes to the Financial Statements disclose 

adequate vital information.

Self-Evaluation by the Board/Committee Members

 To enhance the efficiency of performance by 

its various Committees, arrangements are made by 

the Company to have members of each Committee 

evaluate their own overall performance so that they 

can together appraise and look at their performance 

and problems.  Following this evaluation, the Board 

will analyse their performance and determine measures 

which will improve the Committees’ efficacy.
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Investor Relations

 The Board takes care that adequate information 

is disclosed to its shareholders, investors and other relevant 

parties. That disclosure must be correct, complete, 

transparent, comprehensive and on-time pursuant to 

Good Corporate Governance principles. It must include 

financial reports, operating results and other related

information as well as information which may have an 

impact on the pricing of its securities.  Information and 

various newsletters will be distributed, through channels 

set up by the SET and the SEC including the Company’s 

own website (www.asiasoft.co.th or www.asiasoft.net) 

and will help ensure that investors, shareholders and 

related parties can use the information in their investment 

decisions. The Company plans to set up an Investor 

Relations Unit to monitor and provide information 

and newslet ters , and to answer queries raised 

by shareholders, investors, analysts and the public in 

general.

Development of Directors and Executives

 The Company will support the attendance of 

its Board and senior executives at training courses 

which will be beneficial to their performance and will 

enable them to exchange opinions, on a regular basis, 

with Board members and senior executives of other 

organisations.  Such courses include those arranged 

by the Company’s employee training unit, units under 

the State’s jurisdiction and independent entities such 

as Thai Institution of Directors. It is an SEC requirement 

that directors of listed companies attend at least one 

of these courses, e.g. Director Certification Programme 

(DCP), Director Accreditation Programme (DAP) and 

Audit Committee Programme (ACP) so that knowledge 

and experience gained can be used for the Company’s 

further development.

Audit Committee

As of 31 December 2013, the Audit Committee had 3 members as follows:

13.2 Committees

 Mr. Chalermchai Duphatsakul is Secretary to the Audit Committee.

      Name    Position                At the meeting during 2013

1. Mr. Chalermphong Jitkuntivong        Independent Director &     7/7

          Chairman of the Audit Committee

2. Mrs. Monluedee Sookpantarat       Independent Director and    7/7

          the Audit Committee Member

3. Mr. Thanwa Laohasiriwong       Independent Director and    7/7

          the Audit Committee Member
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The principal power, duties and responsibilities of the 

Audit Committee

 1. to review the Company’s financial reporting 

process to ensure that it is accurate and adequate;

          2. to review the Company’s internal control 

system and internal audit system to ensure that they 

are suitable and efficient, to determine an internal 

audit unit’s independence, as well as to approve the 

appointment, transfer and dismissal of the chief of an 

internal audit unit or any other unit in charge of an 

internal audit;

          3. to review the Company’s compliance with 

the law on securities and exchange, the Exchange’s 

regulations, and the laws relating to the Company’s 

business;

          4. to consider , select and nominate an

independent person to be the Company’s auditor, and 

to propose such person’s remuneration, as well as to 

attend a non-management meeting with an auditor at 

least once a year;

          5. to review the Connected Transactions, or 

the transactions that may lead to conflicts of interests, 

to ensure that they are in compliance with the laws 

and the Exchange’s regulations, and are reasonable 

and for the highest benefit of the Company;

 6. to  p repare ,  and to d i sc lose in  t he

Company’s annual report, an audit committee’s report 

which must be signed by the audit committee’s chairman 

and consist of at least the following information: 

 7. to perform any other act as assigned by the 

Company’s board of directors, with the approval of the 

audit committee.

• an opinion on the accuracy, completeness and 

creditability of the Company’s financial report,

• an opinion on the adequacy of the Company’s 

internal control system, 

• an opinion on the compliance with the law on 

securities and exchange, the Exchange’s regulations, 

or the laws relating to the Company’s business,

• an opinion on the suitability of an auditor,

• an opinion on the transactions that may lead to 

conflicts of interests,

• the number of the audit committee meetings, and 

the attendance of such meetings by each committee 

member,

• an opinion or overview comment received by the 

audit committee from its performance of duties in 

accordance with the charter, and

• other transactions which, according to the audit 

committee’s opinion, should be known to the 

shareholders and general investors, subject to the 

scope of duties and responsibilities assigned by the 

Company’s board of directors;
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The principal power, duties and responsibilities of the 

Executive Committee

 1. Planning and determining policies, direction 

and strategies for the Company’s operations to keep 

them in line with the targets set by the Board for further 

submission to the Board for approval.

 2. Determining business plans, budgets and 

principles governing the operations to keep them in line 

with the targets set by the Board.  It is also authorised 

to supervise and monitor the Company’s operations to 

ensure that they are in line with the policies, business 

plans and business strategies  approved by the Board, 

subject to the laws, any conditions, the relevant rules 

and regulations and the Company’s Charter.

 3. Determining the Company’s organizational 

structure, management authority, remuneration policy 

and salary structure, as well as appointing, employing,

re-locating, terminating, and determining salaries, 

remuneration and bonus for employees at executive 

levels.

 4. Taking any action in the normal course of the 

Company’s business such as the purchase of goods or 

licenses or investment in properties which exceed Baht 

20 million but not exceeding Baht 40 million per each 

contract.

 5. Undertaking financial transactions with 

banks/financial institutions pertaining to the opening 

of accounts, lending and borrowing, procurement of 

credit lines, pledges, mortgages, provision of collateral/

security including the purchase/sale and registration of 

title over land in the normal course of its operations, 

as considered appropriate, which does not exceeding 

Baht 40 million.

 6. Considering the Company’s profits and loss 

so as to recommend to the Board whether an interim or 

annual dividend should be declared.

 7. Delegating authority to one or several 

individuals to act on its behalf on any matter, as 

considered appropriate, under the supervision of the 

Executive Committee and for such period as it deems fit.  

Such authority may, however, be terminated, revoked, 

modified or revised by the Executive Committee.

 8. Carrying out other duties as may be assigned 

from time to time by the Board.

Executive Committee

As of 31 December 2013, the Executive Committee had 3 members as follows:

    Name    Position        At the meeting during 2013

1. Mr. Pramoth Sudjitporn    Chairman of the Executive Committee   2/2

2. Mr. Tan Tgow Lim    Executive Committee Member    1/2

3. Mr. Goh Kian Khoon    Executive Committee Member    1/2

 Note :  Due to the Board of Directors Meeting No.2/2013 hold on 27 February 2013

  passed the resolution to appoint Mr. Tan Tgow Lim and Mr. Goh Kian Khoon,

  so they has attend the meeting only 1 times.
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 In no circumstance will the above authorisation 

empower the Executive Committee or its authorised 

representative to authorise any transaction between the 

Company or any of its subsidiaries and the Executive 

Committee or their authorised representative with a 

possible conflict of interest of any kind.  However, this 

rule may be waived if the authorisation involves a 

transaction which is entered into on an arms’ length 

basis in the normal course of the Company’s 

business and is within the specified scope of the Executive 

Committee’s power and/or its authorised financial limit, 

subject to the criteria, terms and procedure under the 

Company’s articles of association and the applicable 

rules of  the SEC. 

 Moreover, the Board may revise, where necessary 

or appropriate, any of the Executive Committee’s duties 

and responsibilities.

 Currently, the Company has no Nominating

Committee for selecting directors. This matter is therefore 

left to the Board, which will select individuals and

propose them to the shareholders based on a variety 

of factors such as their educational background, 

competencies and business experience. They must also 

be qualified under the Public Limited Companies Act, 

B.E. 2535, Notification of the SEC and other relevant 

laws. Director selection will be made by majority vote at 

shareholder meetings in accordance with the following 

criteria and procedure:

 1. A shareholder will be entitled to one vote for 

each share.

 2. The vote to select directors will be done on 

an individual basis.

 3. The person with the most votes will be selected 

as a director.  If there is more than one vacancy, the 

persons with the most votes in descending order will be 

selected as directors.  Where there is a tie, the Chair of 

the shareholder meeting has a casting vote.

 Directors will be in office for a term of 3 years. At 

each Annual General Shareholders Meeting, one-third of 

the Board will retire with those who have been longest 

in office retiring first. A retiring director may be re-appointed 

for another term.

 For selection of Top Executives, the Board will 

consider and nominate the Top Executives by considering 

based on a variety of factors such as their educational 

background, competencies, business experience and 

their work responsibilities.

 The Company has sent the representatives to 

be director in Subsidiaries and Affiliates according to 

the proportion of shareholding of the Company. Such 

representatives have the rights to control the material 

transaction that is any material agreement or contract 

of Subsidiaries or Affiliates shall sign by director who is 

the representative of the Company. The representative 

of the Company who is nominated to be directors of 

Subsidiaries or Affiliates has the duty to do for the best 

benefit of such Subsidiaries or Affiliates. 

 In addition, in case is the Subsidiaries, the 

representatives of the Company who is nominated to 

be director of Subsidiaries shall manage Subsidiaries to 

keep the information and accounting records in order to 

the Company can verify and collecting such information 

to prepare the consolidate financial statements in time.

13.3 Recruitment of Directors and

      Top Executives

13.4 Subsidiaries and Affiliates

      Governance
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 The Company has introduced a policy and 

measures to prevent the use of inside information which 

has not yet been disclosed to the public, for personal 

gain and securities trading :    

 1. Directors, executives, employees and 

workers within the Group must keep Company 

information and other inside information confidential.

 2. Directors, executives, employees and 

employees within the Group may not disclose any 

confidential information or other inside information 

about the Group, or use it for their own gains or those 

of others, whether directly or indirectly, and whether or 

not it is for compensation.

 3. Directors, executives, employees and workers 

within the Group may not buy or sell, transfer or accept 

the transfer of the Company’s securities through the use 

of confidential or inside information about the Group, 

or take any other action using that confidential or inside 

information which would cause the Group to suffer a 

loss, whether directly or indirectly. 

 Directors, executives, employees and workers 

of the Group who work in a unit which has acquired 

inside information should avoid buying or selling the 

Company’s securities for 1 month before disclosure of 

its financial statements to the public.

 This provision includes the spouses and non 

sui-juris children of directors, employees and workers of 

the Group. It is a serious offence to breach this provision.

 

 4. Directors and executives are required to 

report to the SEC any change in their holding of securities 

or that of their spouse and non sui-juris children.

 The Company will take disciplinary action 

against any of its directors, executives, employees and 

workers who breaches or fails to comply with the 

Company policy.  The disciplinary action begins with a 

written notice and is followed by salary cut(s), unpaid 

temporary suspension from work and dismissal from 

employment, depending on the severity of the offence 

and the provisions in the Company’s Charter informing 

all directors, executives, employees and workers of the 

disciplinary action.

 Moreover, each director and executive has 

acknowledged in writing his or her duty to report his or 

her holding of the Company’s securities and those held 

by his or her spouses and non sui-juris children, and to 

report any change in such holdings to the SEC and the 

SET pursuant to section 59 and the penalty prescribed 

by section 275 of the Securities and Exchange Act, B.E. 

2535.

 On the subject of providing supporting data to 

its affiliates, the Company has prescribed procedures 

to prevent information leaking, such as requesting a 

signed Confidentiality Agreement and a ban against 

photocopying of documents without authorization.

13.5 Monitoring the Use of Inside Information 

(Inside Trading)
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 In 2012 and 2013, Ernst & Young office 

Limited was the external auditor for the company and 

its nine and eight subsidiaries, respectively. (excluding 

subsidiary company, namely “Trilight Cove Enterprises 

Ltd.” state in British Vergin Island was audited by 

Ecovis Assurance LLP, Singapore and its audit expenses 

in 2012 and 2013, amount TH 0.12 MB. And 0.35 MB.,

respectively. Excluding subsidiary company, namely “PT 

Asiasoft” was audited by Jimmy Budhi & Rekan Registered 

Public Accountants, Indonesia and its audit expenses

Audit Fees (THB)

- Statutory financial statements

- Review of interim financial statements

  (3 quarters)

Total audit fees

Other Expenses (THB)

- Ernst & Young

- KPMG

Total audit expenses

Subsidiaries

(9)

2012 2013

Subsidiaries 

(11)

Total Company 

and subsidiaries

Total Company 

and subsidiaries
The Company The Company

Expense Types

860,000.00

390,000.00

1,250,000.00

291,425.00

700,000.00

2,241,425.00

4,768,493.93

-

4,768,493.93

-

-

4,768,493.93

5,628,493.93

390,000.00

6,018,493.93

291,425.00

700,000.00

7,009,918.93

5,312,129.10

-

5,312,129.10

-

-

5,312,129.10

880,000.00

480,000.00

1,360,000.00

26,780.00

-

1,386,780.00

6,192,129.10

480,000.00

6,672,129.10

26,780.00

-

6,698,909.10

in 2013, amount TH 0.35 MB. And excluding subsidiary 

company, namely “Thinkplus Digital Co.,Ltd.” was 

audited by PYS Audit Co.,Ltd., and its audit expenses 

in 2013, amount TH 0.04 MB.) In 2012, KPMG 

Phoomchai Business Advisory Ltd. has been provided 

the purchasing price allocation of valuation with service 

fee amount TH 0.70 MB. The auditors and the audit 

company have no relationship with the company and 

the subsidiaries. The following table shows the auditing 

expenses for the years 2012 and 2013.

13.6 The Auditor’s remuneration
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14. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
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 The operation of the online entertainment business 

of the Asiasoft emphasizes the corporate social responsibility 

in all aspects of our operations. This is to promote customers’ 

satisfaction and confidence. The organization determines to 

apply its knowledge, capability and experience about 

Information Technology in driving and supporting the 

sustainable business development of the organization 

and the society in general. 

 According to the organization’s mission, we 

determine to lead in the online entertainment business 

in the South East Asian region with confidence in the 

organization’s capability. In addition, we prioritize our 

service which is vital to the promotion of our customers’ 

confidence. Therefore, we continue to improve our service 

to our customers sincerely and honestly for the utmost 

customers’ satisfaction. 

 The operation of the company involves 

stakeholders from many groups which can be divided 

into 2 main groups as follow. 

 1. Primary Stakeholders directly involve with the 

company namely customers, business partner, staff, and 

stockholders. The organization considers the primary 

stakeholders as its first priority.   

 2. Secondary Stakeholders indirectly involve with 

the company. They are government sectors, people, and 

the society.  However, the company still prioritizes the 

secondary stakeholders.

 Both groups are linked according to the business 

plan of the company in several points which directly and 

indirectly affect the company.

 For the operational plan concerning the corporate 

social responsibility, the company employs the operational 

plan prepared by the Stock Exchange of Thailand. There 

are 8 principles relating to economics, social and 

environmental issues namely;

1. Corporate Governance

2. Anti-corruption

3. Human rights expectation

4. Equal treatment to workers

5. The responsibility to consumers

6. Environmental conservation

7. The joint development of community or society

8. The innovation and dissemination of innovations 

derived from operations with social responsibility and 

environmental stakeholders.

 The operations from the CSR in Process policy 

under the social responsible frame have been conducted 

strictly. 

 The company operates the business fairly, 

transparently and every step of the operation can be 

monitored. This is to increase the value and worthiness 

of the business, compete with other business sectors 

fairly, develop the service operations to reduce operating 

costs and also obtain customers’ satisfaction.

 For the operation of the Asiasoft, staffs are 

considered as important business members in driving 

the business forward towards the sustainable growth. 

The company treats the company staffs as family 

members in terms of the responsibility for the human 

rights, and equal treatments to workers since we believe 

that if our staffs are happy, their performance should 

be highly satisfied. The company also provides benefits 

and welfare for the staffs as follows.
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 1. The benefits provided to the staff members 

including salary, and other compensations equivalent 

to the leading companies, annual bonus, overtime 

remuneration, extra payment for working on public 

holiday, payment for shift work, the salary adjustment 

as according to the academic qualification and daily 

allowance in Thailand and overseas. 

 There is an establishment of the Provident fund. 

This is to promote staffs’ long term saving plan for 

the future. The company contributes extra 3% of the 

staffs’ salary monthly. The staffs will obtain 100% of 

the company’s contribution when they resign or retire 

with no limitation of the minimum membership period. 

Besides, there are benefits for staffs’ emergency relief 

in many situations, for example, no-interest loan, marital 

fund, maternity fund, death fund.

 The company contributes to the Social Security 

Fund for securing health of the staffs. Staffs can choose 

participating hospitals that they are interested in. Staffs 

can be both outpatient and inpatient with no extra 

payment. 

 Besides, the preparation of the life insurance 

and accident insurance for the staffs, the company 

contributes to the compensation fund annually. This is to

provide additional help to staffs suffering from accident, 

invalidity, death, or loosing body parts due to the assign 

jobs. 

 2. For health aspect, besides the Social Security 

Fund complied by law, the company provides health 

insurance for the staffs in terms of outpatient, dental 

care, and inpatient which cover medical service fees, 

doctor consultation fee, operation fee, food and room 

charge according to staffs’ position insurance plans.   

 Annual Health Examination is provided for 

staffs to examine staffs’ health and prevent their health 

from severe diseases. The health examination program 

is designed from individual’s age, gender, and

environment. Moreover, to insure staffs’ family members’ 

confidence, the company provides life insurance and 

accident insurance for the staffs. 

 In order to work efficiently, the company adjusts 

working area to suit staffs’ working. There is a relaxing 

corner that staffs can relax from their work. For health 

zone, the exercising zone is to promote the staffs’ exercises 

after work. For the entertainment zone, Karaoke, movie 

corner, games as well as library offering Thai and 

foreign magazines are provided to staffs. 
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 In the case of crisis due to natural disaster, the 

company has prepared to take care of the staffs. Problem 

solving manuals and VDO are prepared to easily 

communicate with the staffs.

 3. For promoting staffs’ potentiality, to be 

certain that staffs are knowledgeable and skillful 

and competent to do the assigned job, the company 

plans to promote the staffs’ potentiality to be excellent 

service provider with positive attitude. Training courses 

relating to new knowledge and technology are offered 

to staffs so that the staffs can apply the new knowledge 

and skills to their job. In 2013, the company rotated 

staffs to attend several in-house training courses 

continuously. This is due to the online knowledge needs 

to be updated all the time.

 The promotion of staffs’ competence is not only 

emphasized on knowledge, but also staffs’ relationship 

with other team members in the same organization. 

Sport Day activity, Football club, Badminton club, and 

Basketball club are organized. The organization provides 

the place for each club to organize their activity 

annually. This also includes extra activities that 

provide opportunities for staffs to express their 

ideas and creativities e.g. Halloween party and New 

Year party. Staffs freely express their ideas and enjoy 

themselves. Staffs can apply the ideas in their jobs and 

work more efficiently. This also includes meditation 

activity for staffs to relax their mind at a peaceful 

mediating place. 
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 The company emphasizes the responsibility 

to their customer the most. It is our responsibility to 

the consumers since our business is to prove online 

entertainment focusing on online games; customers’ 

sa t i s fac t ion i s  ou r  ma jo r  conce rn .  The re fo re ,

customer service is vital to online games business. 

The company has developed communication channels 

for the customer for the most efficient communication 

mode. Customer Care has been established for serving 

online customers for several means as follows;  

 Call Center 1750 serves everyday receiving 

complaints concerning the service problems as well as 

solving problems for game payers and @Cafe.

 Live Chat is to communicate through messaging. 

Customers’ message will be sent to the Customer Care 

which is available for 24 hours to provide information 

about the online games, logging in, topping up problems 

and IP Bonus problems.

 Email is available for customers to make 

complaints. The customer care staffs also reply 

customer emails 24 hours. 

 The company has prepared Check Status Case 

for customers to follow up their inquiries or complaints if 

they are sent to the responsible person or relating units 

so as to get the fastest solution for their problems. 

 In 2013, the Customer Care served customers 

approximately 700,000 times from all communication 

channels.  It was about 60,000 times less from 2012 

due to the continuous service improvement of the company. 

 In addition, the company has been developing 

server monitoring system (@Server) for customers to check 

whether the server service is available or whether it is 

undergoing maintenance. Customers will also be in-

formed the service available time.
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 Furthermore, the company offers the Knowledge 

Base service, the system that provides information about 

games such as a game installation instruction, an ID 

registration instruction, an instruction to create characters, 

a player instruction, interfacing information, and 

information on systems in each game. There are game 

categories provided for the convenience of customers 

including MMORPG, CASUAL, FPS, MOBA, MOBILE, 

games from Blizzard and @Cafe Service. Customers 

can also add more topics that are useful to game 

players and service customers. The information added 

will be checked and approved for its usefulness by the 

team. 

 The company encourages game players to 

play a game with their own ability. However, there are 

some players who get help from assistance programs. 

This causes disadvantages to other players. Hereby, the 

Nemesis team has been set up for penalization. The 

Nemesis team has been established for two main aims:

to monitor and penalize game offenders who take an 

assistance program (BOT, PRO) and to monitor and 

present information on breaching issues to involved sections.

Breaching issues include illicit IP Bonus, illicit Server, or 

BOT websites. These are all considered pirate. In 2013, 

many game players were caught to take an assistance 

program and more than 100,000 IDs were penalized. 

The number of the players who were banned decreased 

30% from 2012 due to the serious penalization. This 

has caused game players play a game with their own 

ability more than before.  Game players can also report 

information or traces of an offender who takes 

an assistance program. After the Nemesis team has 

received the report, the team will make an investigation. 

If any offence is found, the penalty will be imposed.

 Besides the operation of the Nemesis team, 

the company also cooperates with Technology 

Crime Suppression Division (TCSD) in investigating 

and arrest company game pirates and the company 

is still gathering information to make a serious action in 

bringing a charge against the game pirates.
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 Customers are important to the company. 

Hence, the company has made a Thank-You project 

to give thanks to the company’s customers. The project 

offers a special privilege to customers with @Reward 

privilege and VIP privilege.  For the @Reward privilege, 

the customers can collect points from game top-up 

payment with the following payment channels: @Cash, 

@Cash Plus, One-2-Call! Cash card, or TrueMoney 

cash card. The customers can use the points to 

exchange for special items. The VIP privilege is for the 

first 1,000 customers who have the highest total amount 

of the top-up payment in each year. The customers will 

receive many special offers from the company. 

 The other important system of Asiasoft 

to facilitate gamers is the refill/top up system 

which was introduced in 2013. This system added to 

the @Cash system which is the prepaid card enables 

gamers to refill or top up easily. Gamers can buy 

the game money online, via mobile phone or via mPay

at any agents such as 7-Eleven, mPay staystion at Zest, 

via E-pay RTB Plus, MOL, the kiosk store, or the 

@Cafe member’s shops. The company also upgrades 

the @Cash to @Cash Plus which gamers can refill from 

50 – 10,000 at time at Tesco-Lotus. Gamers can also 

buy cash card from One-2-Call! or TrueMoney. Now 

Credit or debit cards from Kasikorn Bank, Bangkok 

Bank and Krungthai Bank are also accepted.

 Asiasoft also considers about the other customer 

segment, internet cafe owners, who is @Cafe member. 

Net Cafe Seminar 2013 was organised all over the 

country to introduce Auto Game Update system which 

enable the owners to improve their cost efficiency.

 Moreover, the customer satisfaction survey is 

conducted twice a year to monitor all the company 

services and customers’ satisfaction. 

 Asiasoft is also responsible for the environment. 

Energy saving campaign has been practiced for years. 

As the company is 24 hours online based, computers 

and other electric devices are consistently maintained 

and taken care of to reduce the cost from repairing. 

Staffs are encouraged to reuse and recycle as much as 

possible. Monthly report of resources used shows the 

increase or decrease of the consuming and company’s 

cost.

 To create the Social responsible culture, Asiasoft 

has developed Playpark App Center, the program hub 

that enables gamers to enjoy games to the full capacity. 

The hub consists of :
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1. Playpark Launcher The program enables gamers to 

download, log on, and top up money for all games 

by the company. Besides, it also solves the Active X 

problem for gamers who use web log in.

2. Playpark Connect The program provides the opportunity 

for gamers who enjoy both games and social network 

to be able to communicate to other gamers all the time 

they are playing on line.

3. Playpark Application gives information on new 

games and many functions. Now it is available both 

in Apple Store for IOS and Google Play for Android.

 More Asiasoft also provides IP Bonus for 

gamers; IP Bonus for gamers who play at @Cafe and 

Bonus for gamers who play at home. When gamers 

register to play, they will receive bonus or price to 

enjoy the game.

 Asiasoft also developed the application for 

the online advertisers such as SME owner who want 

to communicate with Company’s clients. Ads Playpark 

is the automatic advertising application that advertisers 

can easily register via Online web service at the website 

Playpark.com which more than 300,000 people log on 

daily. The minimal price starts only 49 Baht per day.

 In the term of Corporate Social Responsibility 

image, there are few complaints about company’s 

services via office of Consumer Protection broad. 

However our customer service department is capable 

of explaining and guiding customers to understand 

company’s system and service.

 Asiasoft pays attention to not only CSR in 

process but also CSR after process. As the pioneer of 

South East Asia online entertainment, we are delighted 

to share our experience and expertise in information

technology and help building digital society in Thailand

to be the society of sustainable knowledge both 

technologically and educationally. We also promote

time management for adolescents and foster the social

and environmental responsibility awareness. It is 

Asiasoft’s mission statement for Thai society. 

 Asiasoft also organizes many projects to 

help developing Thai youth and offer them chances 

to develop their knowledge and skills such as;
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 Games Love Dad is the annual project which 

has been organized since 2006 to offer the opportunity 

for gamers to show their love and royalty to His Majesty 

the King via online activities. They can bless the king 

online and donate money by buying special item for 

participated games. All the money will be contributed 

to His Majesty the King royal patronage foundations 

and other children and youth development foundations.

The latest Gamers Love Dad project in 2013 could 

raise 6.7 million baht for charities. So far, this project 

has donate 58 million baht to 13 foundations, which 

are the Chaipattana foundation, Anandamahidol

Foundation, Rajprachanukroh foundation, Phra Dabos 

foundation, Distant Learning foundation, Encyclopedia for 

youth projects, Children and adolescents development

foundation, save children foundation, Children foundation.

Thairath foundation, Bangkokpost foundation and 

Transnews Foundation. 

 Children prosperity project enables Asiasoft’s 

executives, staffs and gamers to participate in children 

development activities such as School painting, sport 

equipment, scholarships and school supplies donating,  

luncheon buying and leisure activities. 

 Used computers donation project was originated 

to promote and encourage children in the remote area 

to study the basic information technology. Asiasoft donates 

used but in the good condition computers to many 

needed schools.
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 Library for children project, Asiasoft donates 

1,000,000 baht to World vision Thailand to help 

establish libraries for children in the backcountry.

 Gamers Can Do : Schools Restoring after Flood 

was organized to help schools and students suffered 

from the Flood. Gamers could donate money through 

@Cash, school supplies, blankets and provided 

luncheon for students at many flood damaged schools

I many provinces. The project also provided help for 

@Cafe members who were affected by the flood.

 In 2013, To raise the Social and environment 

responsibility awareness and offer opportunities for 

underprivileged people, Asiasoft organized many 

campaigns such as AS Volunteers which enabled staff 

to work for Thai Blind foundation, share their happiness 

through leisure activities and donate money to help 

organize activities for the blinds. Staff could also give 

away their used calendars to be used as teaching 

materials.
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 The other project was Gamers Can Do : Farming 

for Children. On the occasion of Her Majesty the Queen’s 

81st Birthday, Asiasoft organized the project at Bann 

Nok Khamin foundation, Uthaithani. Gamers and staffs 

did rice farming , made earthen houses and donated 

money and daily appliances to the foundation and 

Integrated farming project. 

 Furthermore, Asiasoft is always happy to 

share our knowledge. We welcome students and 

visitors from many education institutes who want to 

learn about online game services. It is our mission 

that experience from doing business should be shared 

to the new generations to help build better and more 

prosperity society.
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15. Internal Control and Risk Management

 The Company’s Board of Directors and Audit 

Committee assessed the Company’s internal control 

systems by following the internal control system adequacy 

assessment form. They concluded that the Company’s 

internal control system is adequate and proper for the 

Company’s business, free from any material defect and 

can prevent the Company’s or subsidiaries’ properties 

from misuse or unauthorized use of the management. 

The Board of Directors and the Audit Committee also 

emphasized the Company’s enhancement of its 

corporate governance in accordance with the SET’s 

2006 good corporate governance principles for listed 

companies

 The Company has strongly emphasized the 

efficiency of its internal control systems at both the 

management and the operational levels with the aim 

to prevent or reduce possible risks. In this regard, the 

Company prepared a compliance manual to specify

the duties, responsibilities and powers of staff and 

management, and to clearly separate the duties of

operators, controllers and assessors from one another so 

as to create a proper system of checks and balances.

Additionally, the Company hire Outsourcing Internal

Audit to audit and assess the Company’s internal 

control systems and to ensure that the Company’s 

major activities and significant financial activities are 

performed in accordance with the stipulated rules with 

maximum efficiency and to check the Company’s 

compliance with related laws and regulations (Compliance 

Control). To ensure that the Outsourced Internal Audit are 

independent and able to perform its supervisory duty, the 

Board of Directors requires that  the Outsourced Internal 

Audit report the audit results directly to the Audit Committee 

and that the Outsourcing Internal Audit must be assessed its 

performance by the Audit Committee

 In the Meeting of the Company’s Board of 

Directors No. 1/2014 held on 28 February 2014 and 

attended by all members of the Audit Committee, the 

Board considered and prepared the Company’s 

internal control system adequacy assessment form.  

After assessing the Company’s internal control system 

in 5 areas, namely (1) organization and environment, 

(2) risk management, (3) management supervision, 

(4) information and communication, and (5) follow-up 

and assessment, the Board was informed that the Audit 

Committee was of the same opinion as the outsouced 

internal auditor Both parties have opinion that the 

Company’s internal control systems are adequate and 

proper for its business. So far, the Company has found 

any crucial defects in the internal control systems which 

could materially affect the Company’s financial 

condition or the auditor’s opinion of the financial 

statements. The Company has also designed its internal 

control systems to conform with those suggested by the 

SET and with the international internal control framework 

of the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the 

Treadway Commission or COSO. Summarized details of 

the Company’s internal control system are set out below.

 • Organization and Environment : The 

Company has set up control systems for the work of 

the finance and accounts, operations, organization, and 

personnel departments based on the good corporate 

governance principles and policies.

 • Risk Management : The Company always 

takes into consideration the risk factors that are now 

encountered or expected to be encountered for analyzing 

and estimating impacts and chances of those risks as 

well as formulating countermeasures to prevent and 

manage those risks. The Company then prepares risk 

management reports to its management and follows up 

regularly.

15.1 Internal Control
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• Management Supervision : The Company provides

supervisory tools to its management through its 

development of various systems, including an

application of ISO 9001:2000 quality management 

system for online game service provider to the Company’s

quality management system, customer service and other 

activities. This supervisory tools emphasis on informa-

tion’s reliability, the protection of Company’s properties 

and compliance with internal and external rules and 

regulations as well as information security.

• Information and Communication : The Company 

emphasizes on information systems and communication

channels both inside and outside the Company by 

providing an intranet system and a website to serve 

all-level communication.

• Follow-up and Assessment : The Company assesses 

staff performance twice a year. It also informs its operating

results on a quarterly basis at an executive meeting and 

staff meeting.

 The Outsourced Internal Audit have 

been established to bolster the Audit Committee’s

confidence in the supervision and review of the accuracy

of the financial reports, the adequacy of information

disclosure, the transparency of information, internal

control and risk management. It focuses on having

a preventive and creative audit policy and adheres 

to audit guidelines of international standard and 

good corporate governance principles.  The audit 

system is developed in consistence with the fast 

pace environment of the Company’s business in 

order for the Company to have a transparent, auditable 

and reliable image. 

 For year 2014, the Audit Committee considers, 

elects and nominates Unique Advisor Company

Limited as the outsourced internal audit for the 

year 2014 and Unique Advisor Company Limited 

has assigned Mr. Kosol Yamleemul, Managing Director, 

to be the Project Leader and responsible for the 

performing of the Company’s internal audit.

 The Audit Committee has considered the 

qualification of Unique Advisor Company Limited 

and Mr. Kosol Yamleemul and has the opinion that 

Mr. Kosol Yamleemul is the efficient appropriate 

for performing such internal audit because he is 

independent internal auditor and has more than 

21 years experienced in providing internal auditing. He 

is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA), a Certified 

Internal Auditor (CIA) and a Certified Financial 

Service Auditor (CFSA).

 The appointment, removal and transfer the 

head of internal audit shall be approved by the 

Audit Committee.

15.2 Internal Audit
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 The Company has set up a procedure in accordance with the relevant SEC notifications to control the 

Connected Transactions between the Company or its subsidiaries and interested person in the present or in 

the future. The procedure requires the Audit Committee to comment on the necessity of the transaction and the

appropriateness of the transaction price, taking into account that all the conditions must be considered in the ordinary 

course of business and comparing the price with that offered by third parties.  However, if the Audit Committee does 

not have expertise in the subject matter of the transaction, the Company must provide a comment of independent 

expert or the Company’s auditor on the transaction to support the decision of the Company’s Board of Directors, Audit 

Committee or shareholders, as the case may be.  The interested person shall have no right to vote on the transaction. 

Additionally, the Company shall disclose information on the Connected Transactions and the acquisition or disposal 

of major assets of the Company and its subsidiaries, in accordance with the rules prescribed by the SEC and SET, 

including the accounting standard prescribed by the Federation of Accounting Professions under the Royal Patronage 

of His Majesty the King.

16. The Connected Transactions

Procedure for Approval of Connected Transactions of the Company and Subsidiaries



The Connected Transactions between the Company or its Subsidiaries or Related Companies and Interested Parties in 2012 and 2013

(Unit : Baht Million)

106 The Connected Transactions

• ASC charged for the Accounting

fee to ASI 

• The Company sold the products 

to ASO for use in its business at the 

price and on the conditions use in 

the Company’s ordinary course of 

business

• The revenue for license fee

• ASO charged license fee and 

expenses to ASC

• ASC charged a-cash S4l/CSO to 

ASO

• ASC transferred license fee to ASO

• The revenue for license fee and 

service

• CIB charged license fee and 

expenses to ASC

• The revenue for license fee and 

service

• ASC transferred license fee to TLC

Company or Individual 

/ Type of Business
Nature of Relationship Rationale for TransactionTransaction Description

Transaction Value according to  

Consolidated Final Statement

31 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2013

Asiasoft International 

Co., Ltd. (ASI)

Holding Company

Asiasoft Online PTE LTD 

(ASO)

Online game service

provider in Singapore 

and Malaysia

CIB Development Sdn.Bhd. 

(CIB)

Online game service

provider in Malaysia 

Trilight Cove Enterprises 

Ltd. (TLC)

Online game service 

provider in 

Indochina Region

A subsidiary in which 

99.99% of the shares are 

held by the Company and 

has common directors

A subsidiary in which 

99.99% of the shares are 

held by the Company 

through ASI and has 

common directors

A subsidiary in which 

61.68% of the shares are 

held by the Company and 

has common directors

A subsidiary in which 60% 

of the shares are held by 

the Company through ASM 

and has common directors

• Revenues from license 

fees and services

• Dividend Income

• Revenue from distribution 

income of @Cash card

• License and service fee

• License fee and promotion 

expenses

• Revenue game online

• Transfer of license fees

• Accounts receivables

The Company sold other 

products to ASO.  

• Interest income

• Other receivables from 

related parties

• Accounts Payable

• License and service fee

• Dividend Income

• L icense fee and 

promot ion expenses

• Other receivables from 

related parties

• Accounts Payable

• License and service fee

• Transfer of license fees

• Accounts Payable

• Other receivables from 

related parties

0.01

94.91

0.32

3.40

7.23

0.04

1.72

0.12

-

10.15

1.84

-
-
-

-

-

-
-
-
-

0.01

30.96

0.71

6.16

23.12

0.02

7.62

9.56

0.18

4.72

8.42

1.24

5.96

2.07

0.17

0.28

1.89

5.28

7.02

0.11
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• The revenue for game and network

• ASC charged @Cash for S4/CSO 

to ASM

• ASC charged for the Accounting 

fee to A-Capital

• The Company sub-licensed online 

games to CTCM for online game 

service in Vietnam 

• ASC transfer game license fee to 

CTCM

• Revenue sharing of advertising

revenue ,license fee  and  Accounting

fee

• PK charged to ASC for advertising

AS Online SDN. BHD. 

(ASM)

Distributor in Malaysia 

A-Capital Co., Ltd. 

Holding Company

CONG TY TNHH CHAU 

A MEM (CTCM)

Online game service 

provider in Vietnam who 

sub-licensed game from 

Asiasoft Group only

PlayPark

Web portals for online 

games and web adver-

tisement services

A subsidiary in which 

99.99% of the shares are 

held by the Company 

through ASI and has 

common directors

A subsidiary in which 

99.99%

A sub-licensee of online 

games from Asiasoft Group 

for online game service in 

Vietnam

A subsidiary in which 

99.99% of the shares are 

held by the Company and 

has common directors

• Revenue game online

• Licence and service fee

• Account receivable 

The Company sold other 

products to ASM

• Other receivables from 

related parties

• Loan to a related company 

The Company has provided 

Long term  loan to ASM for 

operation

• Interest income

• Revenues from license 

fees and services

• License and services fee

• Transfer of license fee

• Accounts receivables 

(The Company and ASI 

collected the license fee for 

online games from CTCM 

under a sub- l icense 

agreement)

• Online Income

• Account Payable

• License and services fee

• Promotion expenses

• Account Payable

0.95 

0.04

0.01

0.35

1.40

0.14

0.01

12.98

-

22.02

0.30

0.10

0.04

0.16

0.09

1.83 

0.01

-

1.20

-

-

0.01

11.30

4.54

24.71

-

-

0.04

-

-

Company or Individual 

/ Type of Business
Nature of Relationship Rationale for TransactionTransaction Description

Transaction Value according to  

Consolidated Final Statement

31 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2013
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• The distribution income for 

@Cash card to Funbox 

• ASC charged to FB for 

advertising

• FB charged license fee for 

guide book

• ASC sold the server to FB

Funbox

Online game service 

provider

PT Asiasoft

Online game service 

provider in Indonesia

Thaiware Communica-

tion Co. Ltd.

Service on website

A subsidiary in which 

99.99% of the shares are 

held by the Company 

through A-Capital and has 

common directors

A subsidiary in which 

79.90% of the shares 

are held by the Company 

through ASI and has 

common directors

An associate in which 

40% of the shares are held 

by the company through 

A-Capital

• Revenue from distribution 

income of @Cash card

• Revenues from license 

fee and service

• Promotion expenses

• Account  receivable

• Account Payable from 

related parties

• Sold of Fixed Assets

• Other  account  

receivable from related 

parties 

• Long-term loan to a 

related company (The 

Company has provided a 

loan to Funbox for 

operations)

• Interest income

• Online Income

• Account receivable from 

related parties

• Account  Payable

• Long-term loan to a 

related company (The 

Company has provided a 

loan to PT for operations)

• Interest income

• Accrued Interest

• Sales of product

• Account Receivable

4.56

3.75

0.66

0.80

5.55

0.09

0.07

43.50

0.88

0.05

6.26

0.10

33.20

0.47

0.42

0.24

0.01

1.22

0.97

0.30

0.02

0.33

0.00

0.22

50.00

1.03

0.05

6.87

0.09

36.35

1.04

1.46

0.05

0.00

Company or Individual 

/ Type of Business
Nature of Relationship Rationale for TransactionTransaction Description

Transaction Value according to  

Consolidated Final Statement

31 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2013
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Cybergames Corporation 

Co.,Ltd

Online game service 

provider

Playcybergames Co.,Ltd

Online game service 

provider

Thinkplus Digital Co.Ltd

Web portals for online 

games and web advertise-

ment services

An associate in which 

30% of the shares are held 

by the company through 

A-Capital

A subsidiary in which 

59.99% of the shares are 

held by the Company and 

has common directors

A subsidiary in which 

59.99% of the shares are 

held by the Company and 

has common directors

• Revenue from distribution 

income of @Cash card

• Sales

• Revenues from license 

fee and service

• Promotion expenses

• Account  receivable

• Account  Payable

• Account Payable from 

related parties 

• Revenues from license 

fee and service

• Revenue from distribution 

income of @Cash card

• Sales of Fixed Assets

• Transfer of license fee

• Account  receivable

• Other  account  

receivable from related 

parties 

• Account  Payable

• Revenues from license 

fee and service

• Advertising and service

• Account  receivable

• Account  Payable

0.96

0.51

0.87

1.42

0.14

1.09

0.09

-

0.05

0.14

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.48

-

0.50

0.86

0.22

0.92

0.04

0.02

1.78

-

7.48

8.67

0.02

0.17

0.06

1.67

0.00

1.67

Remark : Asiasoft Group has a regional purchasing policy. The Company is responsible for purchasing all properties, including online 

  game licenses enabling the Company to purchase at better prices and on better condition than separate purchases by

  each company.

Company or Individual 

/ Type of Business
Nature of Relationship Rationale for TransactionTransaction Description

Transaction Value according to  

Consolidated Final Statement

31 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2013
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 The Board of Directors of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited has managed to prepare consolidated 

and separate financial statements to present the financial positions and operating results of the Company and its 

subsidiaries, as well as financial information contained in the Company’s Annual Report of 2013, which are true and 

reasonable in accordance with all relevant regulations and legislations.

 Directors have their accountability and responsibility on behalf of directors of listed companies for governance 

and ensuring that the Company’s financial reporting present fairly, accuracy, completely, transparency and sufficiency 

for maintaining the Company’s assets and for determining the weak points and material issues. There will also be 

sufficient disclosures of significant information in notes to financial statements, complied with proper and 

consistency accounting policies, as well as reasonable and prudent judgment and estimation in accordance with 

generally accepted accounting standards.

 In order for the governance of financial reporting to be efficient, the Company’s Board of Directors have 

set up the Audit Committee, with three independent directors who do not hold any positions on the Executive Board, 

responsible for supervising the quality of financial reporting and the internal control systems. The supervision of 

compliance with the internal control system is the duty of the Outsourcing Internal Audit that elected by the Audit 

Committee which report directly to the Audit Committee. The Audit Committee is also in charge with overseeing 

preparations for the mandated adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The opinions on the 

afore-mentioned matters are detailed in the Company’s Annual Report.

 The Company’s Board of Directors’ opinion, the consolidated financial statements and the separate financial 

statements of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited and its subsidiaries of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company 

Limited, which the Audit Committee has reviewed jointly with the Company’s executives and external auditors, Ernst 

& Young Office Limited, present fairly in all material respects and operational results in accordance with generally 

accepted accounting standards, proper and consistency accounting policies, sufficient information disclosures and 

compliance with relevant legislations and regulations, along with prudent and cautious considerations. 

Mr. Tan Tgow Lim

 Chairman 

On behalf of the Board of Directors

17. Statement of the Board of Directors’

    Responsibilities for the Financial Reporting
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Income Statement (Baht Million)

Revenue from Sales and service income - net

Gross Profit

Net income before interest expenses and corporate income tax

Net Profitิ Equity holders of the Company

Balance Sheet (Baht Million)

Assets

Liabilities 

Shareholders’ Equity

Stock

Paid-up Capital (Million Shares)

Par Value (Baht)

Earning per share (Baht)

Dividend per share (Baht)

Key Ratios

Net Profit Margin (%)

Return on Assets (%)

Return on Equity (%)

Debt Equity Ratio

2013

1,685

529

78

52

1,741

523

1,218

307

1

0.17

0.45

3.08%

2.50%

3.56%

0.43

2012

1,972

848

379

294

2,045

644

1,401

307

1

0.96

1.00

14.91%

15.75%

22.35%

  0.46

2011

1,638

737

365

296

1,869

550

1,319

316

1

0.97

0.76

18.07%

16.29%

22.88%

0.42

18. Financial Highlight
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19. Management Discussion and Analysis of

    Financial Status and Operating Results

Business Structure 2013

 In 2013 The Company had the main revenues 

from online revenue, distribution PC games and 

payment channel in Thailand, Singapore,  Malaysia, 

Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines and Indochina.   

Investment Expansion during 2013 

 As 4th October 2013 The Company set up 

Thinkplus Co.,ltd which will operate the marketing via 

internet and be an advertising agency both internal 

and external parties. The company holds 60% of THB 

5 million as of 31 December 2013 and has THB 1.5 

million paid-up capital

Group Operating Result

 The Group operates 56 online game titles in 6 

countries: Thailand (29 games), Singapore (9 games), 

Malaysia (20 games), Indonesia (2 games) Philippines 

(2 games) and Indochina (Vietnam, Cambodia,

Myanmar) (6 games) in which 54% of total revenue from 

Domestic and 46 %of total revenue from Overseas. The 

provision of online game services generated the Group’s 

main income about 89% and distribution generated 

about 7% and other about 4% of total revenue.

19.1 Overview of past operating results
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Revenues

    The Group’s total revenue based on consolidated financial statements for 2011 - 2013 breakdowns by

     geographic :

The Group’s total revenue based on consolidated financial statements for 2011 - 2013 is classified into 3 groups as 

follows : 

 Total revenue in 2013 was Baht 1,713 Million, decreased 15% from the previous year of Baht 2,016 million. 

Revenue was contributed from Thailand and overseas of 54% and 46% of total revenue respectively, compared to the 

previous year of 57% and 43% respectively. Revenue from Thailand dropped 20% from Baht 1,155 million in 2012 

to Baht 926 million in 2013 resulting from online game. Revenue in overseas decreased 9% from Baht 861 million in 

2012 to Baht 787 million in 2013, resulting from sales of offline game dropped in 2013.

Thailand 

Overseas

Total Revenue 

1. Revenue from online game services  

2. Revenue from distribution business

3.  Other Income

Total Revenue

1,113

572

1,685

1,516

92

77

1,685

1,155

861

2,016

1,662

278

76

2,016

926

787

1,713

1,530

115

68

1,713

89

7

4

100

Revenue by Geographic

Type of Revenue

2011                   2012                   2013

2011                   2012                   2013

 Baht Million       (%)

 Baht Million       (%)

 Baht Million       (%)

 Baht Million       (%)

 Baht Million       (%)

 Baht Million       (%)

66

34

100

90

5

5

100

57

43

100

84

14

4

100

54

46

100

 Growth Rate (%)    9%          20%         -15%
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1. Online revenue

 The Group operates 56 online game titles in 6 countries : Thailand (29 games), Singapore (9 games), Malaysia 

(20 games), Indonesia (2 games) Philippines (2 games) and Indochina (Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar) (6 games). For 

the year 2013, online revenue was THB 1,530 million decreased THB 132 million or 8% from last year which had THB 

1,662 million. The lower Group revenue is due to resulted from weak performance in new game launches, coupled with 

delays from the new game launches, both domestically and overseas. Thus, new trend of mobile application as well as the 

Company was launched only 10 games from the planned 29 games both domestic and overseas as shown below.

2. Distribution income

 Distribution incomes were from PC games, payment channel and internet cafe member fee. The Company had 

the revenue THB 115 million in 2013 decreased THB 163 million or 59% from last year which had THB 278 million 

due to no major packaged product was launched in FY2013.

3. Other incomes

 Other incomes were from advertising, sponsor, licensing and social network advertising management. The 

Company had revenue THB 41 million increased THB 8 million or 26% from last year which had THB 32 million due 

to increasing of revenue from social network advertising management.

Thailand 

Overseas 

Total online games services revenue

962

554

1,516

982

680

1,662

805

725

1,530

63

37

100

63

37

100

53

47

100

 Growth rate (%)    11%          10%         -8%

Revenue by Geographic

2011                   2012                   2013

 Baht Million       (%)  Baht Million       (%)  Baht Million       (%)
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Cost of Goods Sold

 COGS was THB 1,157 million increased THB 33 million or 3% from last year which had THB 1,124 million 

due to the write-off THB 49 million and recognized impairment loss THB 57 million from games that are under 

performing or games that the management feels that the gamers are losing favor. The variable cost decreased THB 

73 million which in the same way of revenue dropped.

Selling and Admin costs

 Selling and Admin costs were THB 480 million decreased THB 33 million from last year as THB 513 

million or decreased 6% due to marketing cost decreased  which in the same way of number of new game launched 

decreased.

Net Profit

 Net profit dropped 82% from Baht 294 million last year to Baht 52 million in 2013 mainly due to enhanced 

performance in domestic and overseas were dropping while COGS increased due to write-off causing net profit from 

domestic dropped from 19% to 8% and net profit from overseas dropped from 9% to -3%. Total net profit dropped 

from -1% to -82%.

Thailand 

Overseas 

Total Net Profit

233

63

296

215

79

294

74

-22

52

Net Profit by Geographic

2011           2012 (Restated)             2013

Baht Million Baht Million Baht MillionNet Profit  

Margin (%)

Net Profit  

Margin (%)

Net Profit  

Margin (%)

21

11

18

19

9

15

8

-3

3

 Growth Rate (%)    12%          -1%         -82%
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Balance Sheet as of 31 December 2013

Assets : Total assets as of 31 December 2013 was THB 1,741 million decreased THB 304 million or 15% from last 

year as THB 2,055 million details as below : 

1. Current assets decreased THB 280 million or 26% from last year due to :

 1.1 Cash decreased from invested in game licenses, equipment and dividend payment during nine months

 1.2 AR decreased due to revenue dropped

 1.3 Inventory dropped due to reduced product stock

2. Non-Current Asset decreased THB 24 million or 2.5% from last year due to :

 2.1 Converted transaction from settles Philippine branch to expense

 2.2 Amortized game license to COGS more than new licensing bought

 2.3 Increase due to recognize revenue in subsidiaries in Thailand

 2.4 Increase due to purchasing equipment more than amortizing

Liabilities : The Company total liabilities as of 31 December 2013 was THB 523 million decreased THB 121 million 

or 19%  from last year as THB 644 million detail as below :

1. Current Liabilities decreased 119 Million or 20 % from last year due to

 1.1 Trade payable and other debt decreased due to lower on marketing event

 1.2 Defer revenue and licensing fee decreased due to lower on prepaid card

 1.3 Income Tax decreased due to lower in net profit and reduce in tax bracket

2. Non - Current Liabilities decreased 2 million or 4% from last year due to

 2.1 Decreased in liabilities under finance lease agreement

 2.2 Decreased in Deferred tax liabilities 

 2.3 Decreased in Provision for long-term employee benefits

Equities : The Company total equity as of 31 December 2013 was THB 1,218 Million decreased 183 Million or 13% 

from last year as THB 1,401 Million detail as below :

 1. Dividend paid in 2012 and interim dividend from operating first 9 month THB 234 million

 2. Net Profit from operating in year 2013 decreased THB 244 Million or 82%
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 Asiasoft is constantly working to mitigate 

factors that may affect our overall performances. Below 

is the list of key factors that may affect financial position 

and/or operations of Asiasoft and how the Group is 

planning to handle them.

 1. Risk of Product’s Hit Factors

 Online game industry in Southeast Asia has 

become more and more competitive where gamers 

have become more selective in terms of which games 

they will spend their time and money into. Hence, 

Asiasoft is committed to publish Hit games and top 

notch services that will appeal to our market and will 

result into positive financial performance for the Group. 

 2. Operation Schedules

 Timing is key in online game industry whether 

for launching new titles, new game updates, new types 

of services, gaming events, etc. The Group is carefully 

scheduling key activities based on consumer’s behavior 

and trend, such as school terms, holiday seasons, key 

sports events, or competitor’s products schedules to

ensure optimum timing for any product activities.

 3. Changes in Technology and Platforms 

 In the past few years, smart phone penetration 

has grown significantly in Southeast Asian countries and 

our key customers have been playing games on mobile 

platform too. The Group has made an approach to 

enter mobile platform by releasing Ragnarok Online 

Mobile in Thailand in late 2013. Furthermore, Asiasoft 

strives to look out for oncoming changes in technology 

and the Group will constantly adapt to the trend 

in technology to provide best online entertainment in 

Southeast Asia, as well as relevant platforms to market 

our products

 4. Disruption of Online Service

 As a leading online game operator, Asiasoft has 

been maintaining excellent online services to our users.

However, there are factors such as natural disasters, 

political unrest, internet & data service provider failure, 

cyber attack, and buggy game contents, that may affect 

disrupt our online services. Our information system team 

is striving to maintain adequate operational services, 

security and supporting infrastructure for the smoothest 

gaming experience.

 5. Privacy Protection

 One of Asiasoft’ strengths is our massive 

amount of users from all across Southeast Asia and 

beyond. Hence, any leak of consumer’s data by and 

to third parties may negatively affect our relationship 

with our users and our revenue. However, the Group 

has implemented security system to store and to 

protect our user database.

 6. Diversifying Channel Partners

 Asiasoft has been maintaining good relationship 

wi th channel par tners (e.g. for payment , sales, 

distribution) such as mobile service providers, cyber 

cafes, convenient shops, gaming shops, and online 

gaming news portals. Our channel partners have

significant influence over the products and services 

that we offer on their platform. As such, the Group will 

maintain to provide agreement that beneficial to our 

channel partners so they stay to serve us.   

 7. Talents in Online Game Industry in 

        Southeast Asia

 Asiasoft believes in keeping and nurturing 

talents as integral part in Group’s overall growth. As 

game industry in the region has grown significantly in 

the past decade, the demand for and quality of talents 

in game industry has increased too.  The Group will 

stay competitive in terms of remuneration and advances 

in job environment, as well as maintaining the effort 

to draw top talents into Asiasoft. 

19.2 Factors that effects financial position 

significantly in the future both internal and 

external
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20. Financial Statement

 To the Shareholders of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited 

I have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited 

and its subsidiaries, which comprise the consolidated statements of financial position as at 31 December 2013, and 

the related consolidated statements of comprehensive income, changes in shareholders’ equity and cash flows for the 

year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, and have also 

audited the separate financial statements of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited for the same period.

 Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements 

in accordance with Thai Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as management determines is 

necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to 

fraud or error.

 My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my audit. I conducted my 

audit in accordance with Thai Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements 

and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from 

material misstatement.

 An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 

financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks 

of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the 

auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in 

order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 

opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 

accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating 

the overall presentation of the financial statements.

 I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit 

opinion.

Independent Auditor’s Report 

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Auditor’s Responsibility
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 In my opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial 

position of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited and its subsidiaries and of Asiasoft Corporation Public 

Company Limited as at 31 December 2013, and their financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended 

in accordance with Thai Financial Reporting Standards.

 I draw attention to Note 14 to the financial statements regarding the acquisition of a company during 2012 

and the Company has already completed the assessment of the fair value of its acquiree’s identifiable assets acquired 

and liabilities assumed during the first quarter of the current year. The Company has restated the financial statements 

for the year of 2012 to reflect the fair value of these acquirees’ identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed. The 

Company has also presented the consolidated and separate statements of financial position as at 1 January 2012 as 

comparative information. My conclusion is not qualified in respect of this matter.

 The consolidated statement of financial position of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited and its subsidiaries

and the separate statement of financial position of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited as at 31 December 

2011 (which have been used for preparing the consolidated and separate statements of financial position as at 

1 January 2012 as described in the preceding paragraph) were audited by other auditor, who expressed an unqualified 

opinion on those statements, under his report dated 25 February 2012.

Supachai Phanyawattano

Certified Public Accountant (Thailand) No. 3930

Ernst & Young Office Limited

Bangkok: 28 February 2014

Opinion

Emphasis of matter

Other matters
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 Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited (“the Company”) is a public company incorporated and 

domiciled in Thailand. The Company is principally engaged in the distributor and provider of both online and offline 

game services. The registered office of the Company is 9/283-5, 28th floor, UM Tower Building, Ramkhamhaeng 

Road, Suanluang, Bangkok.

2.1 The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Thai Financial Reporting Standards enunciated 

under the Accounting Professions Act B.E. 2547 and their presentation has been made in compliance with the stipulations 

of the Notification of the Department of Business Development dated 28 September 2011, issued under the 

Accounting Act B.E. 2543.

 The financial statements in Thai language are the official statutory financial statements of the Company. The 

financial statements in English language have been translated from the Thai language financial statements.

 The financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis except where otherwise disclosed in 

the accounting policies.

2.2 Basis of consolidation

a) The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of Asiasoft Corporation Public Company 

Limited (“the Company”) and the following subsidiary companies (“the subsidiaries”):

Asiasoft Corporation Public Company Limited and its subsidiaries

Notes to consolidated financial statements

For the year ended 31 December 2013

1. General information

2. Basis of preparation
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Held by the Company

A Capital Company Limited

Asiasoft International Company Limited

Playpark Company Limited

Playcybergames Company Limited

CIB Development Sdn. Bhd.

Thinkplus Digital Company Limited

Held by A Capital Company Limited

Funbox Company Limited

Held by Asiasoft International 

Company Limited

Asiasoft Online Pte. Ltd.

AS Online Sdn. Bhd. and its subsidiary

(Trilight Cove Enterprises Ltd.)

PT. Asiasoft

Held by CIB Development Sdn. Bhd.

CIB Net Station Sdn. Bhd. and its

subsidiary (Chinesego Sdn. Bhd.)

Investment

Investment

Entertainment services on 

websites

Publisher of online games

Publisher of online games

Providing internet market-

ing and advertising media 

services

Publisher of online games

Publisher of online games

Publisher of online games

Publisher of online games

Publisher of online games

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Malaysia

Thailand

Thailand

Singapore

Malaysia

Indonesia

Malaysia

100

100

100

60

61.68

60

100

100

100

80

100

100

100

100

60

61.68

-

100

100

100

80

100

Company’s name Nature of business
 Country

incoporation

Percentage

Shareholding

2013       2012
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b) Subsidiaries are fully consolidated, being the date on which the Company obtains control, and continue to be 

consolidated until the date when such control ceases.

c) The financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared using the same significant accounting policies as the 

Company.

d) The assets and liabilities in the financial statements of overseas subsidiary companies are translated to Baht using 

the exchange rate prevailing on the end of reporting period, and revenues and expenses translated using monthly 

average exchange rates. The resulting differences are shown under the caption of “Other comprehensive income” in 

the consolidated statement of comprehensive income.

e) Material balances and transactions between the Company and its subsidiary companies have been eliminated from 

the consolidated financial statements. 

f) Non-controlling interests represent the portion of profit or loss and net assets of the subsidiaries that are not held by 

the Company and are presented separately in the consolidated profit or loss and within equity in the consolidated 

statement of financial position. 

 During the year 2013, the Company invested in Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd. as detailed in Note 14 to the 

financial statements. 

2.3 The separate financial statements, which present investments in subsidiaries under the cost method, have been 

prepared solely for the benefit of the public.
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Below is a summary of accounting standards that became effective in the current accounting year and those that will 

become effective in the future.

(a) Accounting standards that became effective in the current accounting year

 These accounting standards, financial reporting standard, accounting standard interpretations and accounting 

treatment guidance do not have any significant impact on the financial statements.

Accounting standards:

TAS 12 

TAS 20 (revised 2009)

TAS 21 (revised 2009)

Financial Reporting Standard:

TFRS 8

Accounting Standard Interpretations:

TSIC 10

TSIC 21

TSIC 25

Accounting Treatment Guidance for Transfers of Financial Assets

Income Taxes

Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of 

Government Assistance

The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates

Operating Segments

Government Assistance - No Specific Relation to 

Operating Activities

Income Taxes - Recovery of Revalued Non-Depreciable 

Assets

Income Taxes - Changes in the Tax Status of an Entity 

or its Shareholders

3. New accounting standards
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(b) Accounting standards that will become effective in the future

Accounting Standards:

TAS 1 (revised 2012) 

TAS 7 (revised 2012) 

TAS 12 (revised 2012) 

TAS 17 (revised 2012) 

TAS 18 (revised 2012) 

TAS 19 (revised 2012) 

TAS 21 (revised 2012) 

TAS 24 (revised 2012) 

TAS 28 (revised 2012) 

TAS 31 (revised 2012) 

TAS 34 (revised 2012) 

TAS 36 (revised 2012) 

TAS 38 (revised 2012) 

Financial Reporting Standards:

TFRS 2 (revised 2012)

TFRS 3 (revised 2012)

TFRS 4 

TFRS 5 (revised 2012)

TFRS 8 (revised 2012) 

Accounting Standard Interpretations:

TSIC 15

TSIC 27

TSIC 29

TSIC 32

Financial Reporting Standard Interpretations:

TFRIC 1 

TFRIC 4 

TFRIC 5 

TFRIC 7 

TFRIC 10

TFRIC 12

TFRIC 13

TFRIC 17

TFRIC 18

Presentation of Financial Statements

Statement of Cash Flows

Income Taxes

Leases

Revenue

Employee Benefits

The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates

Related Party Disclosures

Investments in Associates

Interests in Joint Ventures

Interim Financial Reporting

Impairment of Assets

Intangible Assets

Share-based Payment

Business Combinations

Insurance Contracts

Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations

Operating Segments

Operating Leases - Incentives

Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form 

of a Lease

Service Concession Arrangements: Disclosures

Intangible Assets - Web Site Costs

Changes in Existing Decommissioning, Restoration and Similar 

Liabilities

Determining whether an Arrangement contains a Lease

Rights to Interests arising from Decommissioning, Restoration and 

Environmental Rehabilitation Funds

Applying the Restatement Approach under TAS 29 Financial

Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies

Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment

Service Concession Arrangements

Customer Loyalty Programmes

Distributions of Non-cash Assets to Owners

Transfers of Assets from Customers

Effective date

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2016

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014

1 January 2014
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 The Company’s management believes that these accounting standards, financial reporting standard,

accounting standard interpretations and financial reporting standards interpretations will not have any significant impact 

on the financial statements for the year when they are initially applied.

 During the current year, the Company and its subsidiaries made change in the financial statements for the 

year ended 31 December 2012 as a result of the completion of the fair values assessments of CIB Development Sdn. 

Bhd.’s identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed as described in Note 14 to the financial statements.

The cumulative effect of the change in the fair value has been separately presented in the consolidated statement of 

changes in shareholders’ equity.

 The amounts of adjustments affecting the statements of financial position and statements of comprehensive 

income are summarised in Note 14 to the financial statements.

4. Cumulative effect of change in fair value of identifiable assets acquired and liabilities 

assumed from the business combination
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5.1 Revenue recognition

 Rendering of services

 Revenue from online game services is recognised when gamers use the services.

 Revenue from licensing game services to game shops is recognised on the straight-line method over the license 

period.

 Sales of goods

 Sales of goods are recognised when the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods have passed 

to the buyer. Sales are the invoiced value, excluding value added tax, of goods supplied after deducting discounts 

and allowances.

 Interest income 

 Interest income is recognised on an accrual basis based on the effective interest rate.

 Dividends

 Dividends are recognised when the right to receive the dividends is established.

5.2 Cash and cash equivalents

 Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash in hand and at banks, and all highly liquid investments with an 

original maturity of three months or less and not subject to withdrawal restrictions.

5.3 Trade accounts receivable

 Trade accounts receivable are stated at the net realisable value. Allowance for doubtful accounts is provided 

for the estimated losses that may be incurred in collection of receivables. The allowance is generally based on

collection experience and analysis of debt aging. 

5.4 Inventories

 Inventories are valued at the lower of cost (first-in first-out method) and net realisable.

5.5 Investments

 a) Investments in securities held for trading are stated at fair value. Changes in the fair value of these securities are 

recorded in profit or loss. 

 b) Investments in unit trusts of open-ended fund are stated at fair value. Changes in the fair value of these unit 

trusts are recorded in profit or loss.

 c) Investments in joint venture and associates are accounted for in the consolidated financial statements using 

the equity method.

 d) Investments in subsidiaries are accounted for in the separate financial statements using the cost method.

 The fair value of marketable securities is based on the latest bid price of the last working day of the year. The 

fair value of debt instruments is determined based on yield rates quoted by the Thai Bond Market Association. The fair 

value of unit trusts is determined from their net asset value. 

 The weighted average method is used for computation of the cost of investments.

5. Significant accounting policies
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 In the event the Company and its subsidiary reclassify investments from one type to another, such investments 

will be readjusted to their fair value as at the reclassification date.  The difference between the carrying amount of 

the investments and the fair value on the date of reclassification are recorded in profit or loss or recorded as other 

components of shareholder’s equity, depending on the type of investment that is reclassified. 

 On disposal of an investment in securities held for trading and unit trusts of open-ended fund, the difference 

between net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the investment is recognised in profit or loss.

5.6 Equipment/Depreciation

 Equipment is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and allowance for loss on impairment of assets 

(if any).

 Depreciation of equipment is calculated by reference to their costs on the straight-line basis over estimated 

useful lives 3 - 5 years. Depreciation is included in determining income and no depreciation is provided on assets 

under installation.

5.7 Business combination

  Business combinations are accounted for using the purchase method, with the cost of the acquisition being 

the fair value at the acquisition date of consideration transferred. Identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed 

in a business combination are measured initially at their fair values at the acquisition date. The acquirer measures the 

non-controlling interest, if any, in the acquiree at the proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets. 

 Acquisition-related costs are accounted for as expenses in the periods in which the costs are incurred and the 

services are received in the consolidated financial statements, and as part of the value of the investment in the separate 

financial statements.

5.8 Goodwill 

 Goodwill is initially recorded at cost, which equals to the excess of cost of business combination over the fair 

value of the net assets acquired. If the fair value of the net assets acquired exceeds the cost of business combination, 

the excess is immediately recognised as gain in profit or loss.

 Goodwill is carried at cost less any accumulated impairment losses. Goodwill is tested for impairment annually 

and when circumstances indicate that the carrying value may be impaired.

 For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is allocated to each 

of the Company’s cash generating units (or group of cash-generating units) that are expected to benefit from the 

synergies of the combination. The Company estimates the recoverable amount of each cash-generating unit

(or group of cash-generating units) to which the goodwill relates. Where the recoverable amount of the cash-generating 

unit is less than the carrying amount, an impairment loss is recognised in profit or loss. Impairment losses relating to 

goodwill cannot be reversed in future periods.
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5.9 Intangible assets

 Intangible assets acquired through business combination are initially recognised at their fair value on the date 

of business acquisition while intangible assets acquired in other cases are recognised at cost. Following the initial 

recognition, the intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and any accumulated 

impairment losses (if any). 

 Intangible assets with finite lives are amortised on a systematic basis over the economic useful life and tested 

for impairment whenever there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired. The amortisation period and 

the amortisation method of such intangible assets are reviewed at least at each financial year end. The amortisation 

expense is charged to profit or loss.

A summary of the intangible assets with finite useful lives is as follows:

        Useful lives

    Game licenses    Contract period (approximately 2 to 4 years)

    Computer software  3 years and 5 years

    Customer relationship  7 years

    Trademark   20 years

5.10 Related party transactions

 Related parties comprise enterprises and individuals that control, or are controlled by, the Company, whether 

directly or indirectly, or which are under common control with the Company.

 They also include associated companies, joint venture and individuals which directly or indirectly own a voting 

interest in the Company that gives them significant influence over the Company, key management personnel, directors, 

and officers with authority in the planning and direction of the Company’s operations.
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5.11 Long-term leases 

 Leases of equipment which transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are classified as finance 

leases. Finance leases are capitalised at the lower of the fair value of the leased assets and the present value of the 

minimum lease payments. The outstanding rental obligations, net of finance charges, are included in long-term 

payables, while the interest element is charged to profit or loss over the lease period. The assets acquired under finance 

leases are depreciated over the shorter of the useful life of the asset and the lease period. 

 Leases of building or equipment which do not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are 

classified as operating leases. Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense in profit or loss on a straight 

line basis over the lease term.

5.12 Foreign currencies

	 The consolidated and separate financial statements are presented in Baht, which is also the Company’s 

functional currency. Items included in the consolidated financial statements of each entity are measured using that 

functional currency.

 Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into Baht at the exchange rate ruling at the date of the 

transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated into Baht at the exchange 

rate ruling at the end of reporting period.

 Gains and losses on exchange are included in determining income.

5.13 Impairment of assets

 At the end of each reporting period, the Company and its subsidiaries perform impairment reviews in respect 

of the equipment, other intangible assets and investments whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that an 

asset may be impaired. The Company also carries out annual impairment reviews in respect of goodwill. An impairment 

loss is recognised when the recoverable amount of an asset, which is the higher of the asset’s fair value less costs to 

sell and its value in use, is less than the carrying amount. In determining value in use, the estimated future cash flows 

are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time 

value of money and the risks specific to the asset. In determining fair value less costs to sell, an appropriate valuation 

model is used. These calculations are corroborated by a valuation model that, based on information available, reflects 

the amount that the Company could obtain from the disposal of the asset in an arm’s length transaction between 

knowledgeable, willing parties, after deducting the costs of disposal.

 An impairment loss is recognised in profit or loss. 
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5.14 Employee benefits

Short-term employee benefits

 Salaries, wages, bonuses and contributions to the social security fund are recognised as expenses when 

incurred.

Post-employment benefits 

 Defined contribution plans

 The Company and certain subsidiaries and its employees have jointly established a provident fund. The fund 

is monthly contributed by employees and by the Company. The fund’s assets are held in a separate trust fund and the 

Company and certain subsidiaries’ contributions are recognised as expenses when incurred.

 Defined benefit plans

 The Company and its subsidiaries have obligations in respect of the severance payments it must make 

to employees upon retirement under labor law. The Company and its subsidiaries treat these severance payment 

obligations as a defined benefit plan.

 The obligation under the defined benefit plan is determined by a professionally qualified independent actuary 

based on actuarial techniques, using the projected unit credit method. 

 Actuarial gains and losses arising from post-employment benefits are recognised immediately in profit or loss. 

 For the first-time adoption of TAS 19 Employee Benefits in 2011, the Company and its subsidiaries elected to 

recognise the transitional liability as an expense on a straight-line basis over up to five years from the date of adoption.
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5.15 Income tax

 Income tax expense represents the sum of corporate income tax currently payable and deferred tax.

 Current tax

 Current income tax is provided in the accounts at the amount expected to be paid to the taxation authorities, 

based on taxable profits determined in accordance with tax legislation.

 Deferred tax

 Deferred income tax is provided on temporary differences between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and 

their carrying amounts at the end of each reporting period, using the tax rates enacted at the end of the reporting 

period. 

 The Company and its subsidiaries recognise deferred tax liabilities for all taxable temporary differences while 

they recognise deferred tax assets for all deductible temporary differences and tax losses carried forward to the extent 

that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available against which such deductible temporary differences and 

tax losses carried forward can be utilised.

 At each reporting date, the Company and its subsidiaries review and reduce the carrying amount of deferred 

tax assets to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part 

of the deferred tax asset to be utilised.

 The Company and its subsidiaries record deferred tax directly to shareholders’ equity if the tax relates to items 

that are recorded directly to shareholders’ equity. 

5.16 Treasury share

 Treasury share is stated at cost and presented in statement of financial position as a reduction from 

shareholders’ equity. Gains on disposal of treasury stock are determined by reference to its carrying amount and are 

taken to premium on treasury share, losses on disposal of treasury share are determined by reference to its carrying 

amount and are taken to premium on treasury share and retained earnings, consecutively.
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 The preparation of financial statements in conformity with financial reporting standards at times requires 

management to make subjective judgements and estimates regarding matters that are inherently uncertain. These 

judgements and estimates affect reported amounts and disclosures; and actual results could differ from these estimates. 

Significant judgements and estimates are as follows:

 Allowance for doubtful accounts

 In determining an allowance for doubtful accounts, the management needs to make judgement and estimates 

based upon, among other things, past collection history, aging profile of outstanding debts and the prevailing economic 

condition.

 Impairment of investment in subsidiary companies

 Impairment testing on investments in subsidiary companies requires management to make estimates of the cash 

flows to be generated by the subsidiary companies and to determine an appropriate discount rate to calculate the 

present value of those cash flows.

 Equipment/Depreciation

 In determining depreciation of equipment, the management is required to make estimates of the useful lives and 

residual values of the equipment and to review estimate useful lives and residual values when there are any changes.

 In addition, the management is required to review equipment for impairment on a periodical basis and record 

impairment losses when it is determined that their recoverable amount is lower than the carrying amount. This requires 

judgements regarding forecast of future revenues and expenses relating to the assets subject to the review.

6. Significant accounting judgements and estimates
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 Goodwill and intangible assets

 The initial recognition and measurement of goodwill and intangible assets, and subsequent impairment testing, 

require management to make estimates of cash flows to be generated by the asset or the cash generating units and 

to choose a suitable discount rate in order to calculate the present value of those cash flows.

 In determining amortisation of intangible assets with finite lives, the management is required to make estimates 

of the useful lives and to review the amortisation period and the amortisation method of such intangible assets when 

there are any changes.

 Deferred tax assets

 Deferred tax assets are recognised for deductible temporary differences and unused tax losses to the extent that 

it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the temporary differences and losses can be utilised. 

Significant management judgement is required to determine the amount of deferred tax assets that can be recognised, 

based upon the likely timing and level of estimate future taxable profits

 Post-employment benefits under defined benefit plans

 The obligation under the defined benefit plan is determined based on actuarial techniques. Such 

determination is made based on various assumptions, including discount rate, future salary increase rate, mortality rate 

and staff turnover rate.

 Litigation 

 The Company has contingent liabilities as a result of litigation. The Company’s management has used 

judgement to assess of the results of the litigation and believes that no loss will result. Therefore no contingent 

liabilities are recorded as at the end of reporting period. 
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 During the years, the Company and its subsidiaries had significant business transactions with related parties. 

Such transactions, which are summarised below, arose in the ordinary course of business and were concluded on 

commercial terms and bases agreed upon between the Company and those related parties.

 The above transactions with related parties are priced on the basis of cost plus a mutually agreed margin, 

except for dividend income which is recorded at the amount declared.

7. Related party transactions
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 As at 31 December 2013 and 2012, the balances of the accounts between the Company and those related 

parties are as follows:
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 Short-term loans to subsidiary companies

 As at 31 December 2013 and 2012, the balance of loans between the Company and those subsidiary 

companies and the movement are as follows:

 Directors and management’s benefits

 During the year ended 31 December 2013 and 2012, the Company and its subsidiaries had employee 

benefit expenses payable to their directors and management as below.
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 As at 31 December 2013, bank deposits in saving accounts, fixed deposits, bills of exchange and Bank of 

Thailand bonds carried interests between 0.30 and 2.75 percent per annum (2012: between 0.25 and 2.73 percent 

per annum)

8. Cash and cash equivalents

9. Current investments
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10. Trade and other receivables
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 These represent fixed deposits of the Company amounting to Baht 7 million which have been pledged with the 

Revenue Department as collateral for the appeal as described in Note 29.3 to the financial statements. The balances 

represent fixed deposits of the Company and its subsidiary pledged with the banks to secure credit facilities.

11. Inventories

12. Restricted bank deposits
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 13.1 Details of associates and share of profit / loss

 During the year, a subsidiary has recognised dividend income from Cybergames Corporation Co., Ltd. 

amounting to Baht 0.2 million (2012: 1 million).

 13.2 Summarised financial information of associates

 Financial information of the associated companies is summarised below.

13. Investments in associates
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 Details of investments in subsidiaries as presented in separate financial statements are as follows:

14. Investments in subsidiaries
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 Investment in Asiasoft International Company Limited

 During 2012, the Company reviewed its assessment of the allowance for impairment loss on investment by 

engaging an independent appraiser to assess the value of the investment. Based on the result of the valuation, the 

recoverable amount of the investment is not less than cost of the investment. The Company therefore reversed the 

allowance for impairment loss of approximately Baht 40 million recorded on the investment in Asiasoft International 

Company Limited. The Company presented such reversal as a separate item in the separate statement of comprehensive 

income for the year ended 31 December 2012.

 During the current year, the Company earned dividend income of Baht 31 million from Asiasoft International 

Company Limited (2012: Baht 95 million).

 Investment in CIB Development Sdn. Bhd. (“CIB”)

 During 2012, the Company entered into the business acquisition of CIB group in Malaysia by acquiring 

61.68% of shares in that company. During the current year, the Company completed the assessments of the fair values 

of CIB’s identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed which were performed by an independent appraiser. The 

carrying values and fair values of identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed from the acquisition of CIB group 

on 8 May 2012 (the acquisition date) are as follows:
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1 
 The Company had restated the carrying values as at the acquisition date as a result of the changes in some accounting 

policies to be in line with the group company’s accounting policies.
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 Intangible assets acquired from the business combination consisted of customer relationship and trademark 

amounting to Baht 56 million and Baht 51 million, respectively. The Company amortised those intangible assets based 

on their useful lives of over 7 years and 20 years, respectively.  

 Liability arising from the business combination is the provision arising from a call option agreement which the 

Company granted the right to the CIB’s management to purchase CIB’s shares up to 10% of total issued and paid up 

shares of CIB at the exercise price stipulated in the agreement. The period for exercise is 5 years from the last day of 

2012. The provision was included as a part of purchase price consideration for investment in the subsidiary.

 Goodwill of Baht 158 million from the business combination principally comprises the expected synergy from 

combining operations of the acquirer and the acquiree as well as bargaining power with game developers.  

 The Company has restated the financial statements for the year 2012 to reflect the fair values of CIB’s 

identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed on the acquisition date. Cumulative effect of change in the fair 

values has been presented under caption “Cumulative effect on change in fair value of identifiable assets acquired and 

liabilities assumed from the business combination” in the consolidated statement of change in shareholder’s equity.
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During the year, the Company had dividend income of Baht 6 million from CIB Development Sdn. Bhd. (2012: Nil).

The amounts of adjustments affecting the statements of financial position and the statements of comprehensive income 

are summarised below.
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 Investment in Playcybergames Company Limited 

 On 6 July 2012, the Company invested in a new subsidiary company named Playcybergames Company 

Limited, a company incorporated in Thailand in order to operate an online games business. The Company holds 

59,998 shares with a par value of 10 Baht each (a total of Baht 0.6 million), representing 60% of the registered capital 

of such company.

 In addition, on 18 September 2012, the subsidiary resolved to approve an increase of Baht 19 million in its 

authorised capital, from Baht 1 million to Baht 20 million. The Company paid in its share of the additional capital, 

amounting to Baht 11.4 million, on 5 October 2012.

 Investment in Trilight Cove Enterprises Limited 

 On 12 November 2012, a meeting of the Company’s Board of Directors approved investment by AS Online 

Sdn. Bhd. (a subsidiary company) in a subsidiary company in the British Virgin Islands named Trilight Cove Enterprises 

Ltd. (TLC), which was incorporated on 17 January 2012. On 1 December 2012, the subsidiary paid for an investment 

in 600,000 shares with a par value of 1 USD each (a total of 600,000 USD or approximately Baht 18 million), 

representing 60% of the registered capital of such company. 
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 Fair values of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed from TLC as at the acquisition date were summarised 

below.

 The Company assessed the fair value of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed at the acquisition date, 

and concluded that the fair value did not differ from the net book value. The Company recorded the difference between 

the cash payment made to acquire the investment in TLC and the subsidiary interest in the net book value of TLC as 

other income in the consolidated statements of comprehensive income of the Company and its subsidiaries in the year 

2012.

 Investment in Thinkplus Digital Company Limited

 On 15 May 2013, the Company’s Board of Directors meeting approved an investment in ordinary shares 

of Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd., which is engaged in the providing of internet marketing and advertising media services. 

The Company holds 600,000 shares with a par value of 5 Baht each (totally Baht 3 million), representing 60% of the 

registered capital of such company, an on 4 October 2013, the Company made payment in amounting to Baht 1.5 

million. The Company will make the remaining payment when Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd. increases paid-up share capital 

by Baht 2 million, which is to occur within 6 months after the agreement date.
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 Fair values of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed from Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd. as at the acquisition 

date were summarised below.

 The Company assessed the fair value of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed at the acquisition date, 

and concluded that the fair value did not differ from the net book value. The Company recorded the difference between 

the cash payment made to acquire the investment in Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd. and the interest in the net book value of 

Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd. as other income in the consolidated statements of comprehensive income of the Company.

 Revenue and net loss of Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd. have been included in the consolidated statements of 

comprehensive income of the Company and its subsidiaries since the acquisition date, and amount to Baht 5 million 

and Baht 1.2 million, respectively. (If the business combination of Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd. had taken place at the 

beginning of the year, the revenue and net loss of Thinkplus Digital Co., Ltd., amounting to Baht 11 million and 

0.3 million, respectively, would have been included in the consolidated statements of comprehensive income of the 

Company and its subsidiaries.

 Investment in Level Up!, Inc.

 On 12 December 2013, the Board of directors of the Company approved in principle for management to 

pursuit the purchase of shares in Level Up!, Inc., which is principally engaged in the publication of online games in the 

Philippines. The Company will hold 100% of issued and paid-up shares capital of this company by purchasing shares 

from existing shareholders for a total of USD 4.2 million. The Company will make payment for the shares and record 

the investment in its accounts in the first quarter of the year 2014.
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15.1 Details of investment in joint venture

 A subsidiary invested in a 50% interest in a joint venture named “CIB GameOne Limited”, which is 

incorporated in Malaysia, at a cost of 3 ringgit (or Baht 30) and has made full provision on the investment. 

 Financial information of the joint venture is summarised below.

15.2 Investment in joint venture with capital deficit

 The subsidiary recognised share of losses from investment in joint venture until the value of the investment 

approached zero. Subsequent losses incurred by those joint venture has not been recognised in the subsidiary’s 

accounts since the subsidiary has no obligations, whether legal or constructive, to make any payments on 

behalf of the joint venture. The cumulative share of losses up to 31 December 2013 amounted to Baht 0.1 million

(2012: Baht 6 million).

15. Investment in joint venture
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16. Equipment
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 As at 31 December 2013, certain equipment items have been fully depreciated but are still in use. The gross 

carrying amount before deducting accumulated depreciation of those assets amounted to approximately Baht 189 

million (2012: Baht 177 million) (The Company only: Baht 140 million, 2012: Baht 118 million).
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17. Other intangible assets 
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18. Income tax expense

 Income tax expenses for the years ended 31 December 2013 and 2012 are made up as follows:

 Reconciliation between income tax expenses and the product of accounting profit multiplied by the applicable 

tax rates for the years ended 31 December 2013 and 2012.
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 The components of deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are as follows:
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 In October 2011, the cabinet passed a resolution to reduce the corporate income tax rate from 30 percent 

to 23 percent in 2012, and then to 20 percent from 2013. In addition, in order to comply with the resolution of the 

cabinet, in December 2011, the decreases in tax rates for 2012 - 2014 were enacted through a royal decree. The 

Company reflected the changes in tax rates in its deferred tax calculation, as presented above. 

 As at 31 December 2013 the subsidiaries have unused tax losses totaling Baht 111 million (2012: Baht 37 

million), on which deferred tax assets have not been recognised as the subsidiaries believe that future taxable profits 

may not be sufficient to allow utilisation of the temporary differences and unused tax losses.

19. Trade and other payables
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 Provision for long-term employee benefits, which is compensations on employees’ retirement, was as follows:

 Long-term employee benefit expenses included in the profit or loss was as follows:

20. Provision for long-term employee benefits  
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 Principal actuarial assumptions at the valuation date were as follows:

 Amounts of defined benefit obligation for the current and previous three years are as follows:
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 On 25 April 2012, the Annual General Meeting of the Company’s shareholders approved to reduce the 

registered share capital from Baht 316 million (316 million ordinary shares at a par value of Baht 1 each) to Baht 

315.9 million (315.9 million ordinary shares at a par value of Baht 1 each) by cancelling 92,238 ordinary authorised 

but unissued shares with a par value of Baht 1 each, a total of Baht 92,238, which were previously reserved to 

accommodate the exercise of warrants, following the expiration of said warrants. The Company registered the reduction 

of its registered share capital with the Ministry of Commerce on 8 May 2012.

 At the resolutions of the Board of Director’s Meeting No. 6/2008 held on 13 November 2008, the 

Company’s directors resolved to approve the share repurchase program for financial management purpose in 

accordance with the Section 66/1(2) of the Limited Public Company Act (No. 2) B.E. 2544 in the amount not 

exceeding Baht 85 million. As at 31 December 2011, the number of treasury share is 8.5 million shares (par value of 

Baht 1 per share) with average cost per at Baht 7 per share, totaling Baht 59.6 million; equal to 2.83% of the total 

number of paid-up share capital of the Company. The period for the resale of share is from 1 December 2009 to 31 

May 2012.

 On 14 June 2012, the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Company No. 5/2012 passed a resolution 

to write off 8.5 million treasury shares amounting to Baht 59.6 million, by decreasing its paid-up share capital, since 

these treasury shares could not be sold through the Stock Exchange of Thailand between 1 December 2009 and 31 

May 2012. On 21 June 2012, the Company registered the decrease in its share capital with the Ministry of Commerce. 

The difference resulting from the reduction of share capital at par value to write off the treasury shares was recognised 

as a deduction against retained earnings. The Company reversed the appropriation of retained earnings made for the 

treasury shares after the write-off and the reduction of paid-up share capital.

 Pursuant to Section 116 of the Public Limited Companies Act B.E. 2535, the Company is required to set aside 

to a statutory reserve at least 5 percent of its net profit after deducting accumulated deficit brought forward (if any), until 

the reserve reaches 10 percent of the registered capital. The statutory reserve is not available for dividend distribution. 

At present, the statutory reserve has fully been set aside.

21. Share capital

22. Treasury shares and reserve for treasury shares

23. Statutory reserve
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 Significant expenses by nature are as follows:

 Basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing profit for the year attributable to equity holders of the 

Company (excluding other comprehensive income) by the weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue during 

the year.

 Operating segment information is reported in a manner consistent with the internal reports that are regularly 

reviewed by the chief operating decision maker in order to make decision about the allocation of resource to the 

segment and assess its performance.  The chief operating decision maker has been identified as the Chief Executive 

officer of the group.

 For management purposes, the Company and its subsidiaries are organised into business units based on its 

products and services and have two reportable segments as follows:

 • The online game segment is a business segment which provides online game services through internet using 

servers of the group company.

 • TThe distribution segment is a business which distributes PC offline games and provides payment channel 

services.

 No operating segments have been aggregated to form the above reportable operating segments.

24. Expenses by nature

25. Basic earnings per share

26. Segment information 
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 The chief operating decision maker monitors the operating results of the business units separately for the 

purpose of making decisions about resource allocation and assessing performance. Segment performance is measured 

based on operating profit or loss and total assets and on a basis consistent with that used to measure operating profit 

or loss and total assets in the financial statements. 

 The basis of accounting for any transactions between reportable segments is consistent with that for third party 

transactions.

 The following tables present revenue and profit information regarding the Company and its subsidiaries’ 

operating segments for the year ended 31 December 2013 and 2012. 

 The Company does not separately present total assets by segment, because the chief operating decision 

maker considers total assets by geographic segment.
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Geographic information 

 Revenue from external customers is based on locations of the customers.

Major customers 

 For the year 2013 and 2012, the Company and its subsidiaries have no major customers with revenue of 

10 percent or more of an entity’s revenues.

 The Company and its employees have jointly established a provident fund in accordance with the Provident 

Fund Act B.E. 2530. Both employees and the Company contribute to the fund monthly at the rate of 3 percent of basic 

salary. The fund, which is managed by Tisco Asset Management Company Limited, will be paid to employees upon 

termination in accordance with the fund rules. During the year 2013, the Company contributed Baht 4 million (2012: 

Baht 3 million) to the fund.

 The oversea subsidiaries and their employees have jointly established provident funds. During the year 2013, 

the subsidiaries contributed Baht 13 million (2012: Baht 18 million) to the funds.

27. Provident fund
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28. Dividends
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29.1 License agreements 

 The Company and its subsidiaries have entered into software license agreements, agreements licensing it to 

provide online game services and distribution rights agreements with several local and overseas companies. The 

Company and its subsidiaries are committed to pay initial license fees, minimum guarantee based on revenue and 

royalty fees based on revenue as stated in the agreements.

 As at 31 December 2013 and 2012, the Company and its subsidiaries are committed to pay initial license 

fees and minimum guarantee as follows

29.2 Operating lease commitments

 The Company and its subsidiaries entered into operating lease agreements related to the rental of office 

space, warehousing and server storage space, and other agreements. The agreements have 1 - 5 years terms and are 

renewable.

 As at 31 December 2013 and 2012, future minimum lease payments required under these non-cancellable 

operating lease contracts are as follows.

29. Commitments and contingent liabilities
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29.3 Tax assessment

 During 2010, the Company received a value-added tax (VAT) assessment notice from the Revenue 

Department related to the underpayment of VAT for the years 2005 - 2010. The assessment VAT shortfall, 

together with penalties and surcharges, amounted to approximately Baht 20 million. The Company lodged an appeal 

with the Revenue Department, and during the period, the Tax Appeal Committee of the Revenue Department ordered 

a 50% reduction of the penalties. However, the Company is considering whether to petition the Central Tax Court to 

consider revoking this tax assessment. The Company has pledged a fixed deposit account of Baht 7 million at a bank 

as a bond for the appeal.

  Based on the opinion of the legal advisor of the Company, the management is confident that no significant 

losses will be incurred as a result of the tax assessment, and no provision has been made against the contingent 

liabilities in the accounts.

30.1 Financial risk management

 The Company and its subsidiaries’ financial instruments, as defined under Thai Accounting Standard No.107 

“Financial Instruments: Disclosure and Presentations”, principally comprise cash and cash equivalents, trade accounts 

receivable, investments, and short-term loans. The financial risks associated with these financial instruments and how 

they are managed is described below.

 Credit risk

 The Company and its subsidiaries is exposed to credit risk primarily with respect to trade accounts and other 

receivable and loans. The Company and its subsidiaries manages the risk by adopting appropriate credit control 

policies and procedures and therefore does not expect to incur material financial losses. In addition, the Company 

and its subsidiaries does not have high concentrations of credit risk since it has a large customer base. The maximum 

exposure to credit risk is limited to the carrying amounts of receivables, loans and other receivables as stated in the 

statement of financial position.

 Interest rate risk

 The Company and its subsidiaries exposure to interest rate risk relates primarily to its cash at banks, current 

investments and short-term loans. Most of financial assets and liabilities of the Company and its subsidiaries bear 

floating interest rates or fixed interest rates which are close to the market rate, the interest rate risk is expected to be 

minimal.

 Significant financial assets and liabilities classified by type of interest rate are summarised in the table below, 

with those financial assets and liabilities that carry fixed interest rates further classified based on the maturity date, or 

the repricing date if this occurs before the maturity date.

30. Financial instruments
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 Foreign currency risk

 The Company and its subsidiaries exposure to foreign currency risk arises mainly from prepaid license fee 

and accrued license fee that are denominated in foreign currencies. The balances of financial assets and liabilities 

denominated in foreign currencies are summarised below. 

 In addition, the Company and its subsidiaries are exposed to foreign exchange risk on their investments in 

overseas subsidiaries. These investments are currently not hedged by derivative financial instruments.

30.2 Fair values of financial instruments

 Since the majority of the Company’s financial instruments are short-term in nature or bear floating interest rates, 

their fair value is not expected to be materially different from the amounts presented in statements of financial position. 

 A fair value is the amount for which an asset can be exchanged or a liability settled between 

knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. The fair value is determined by reference to the market 

price of the financial instruments or by using an appropriate valuation technique, depending on the nature of the instrument.
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 The primary objective of the Company’s capital management is to ensure that it has appropriate capital structure 

in order to support its business and maximise shareholder value. As at 31 December 2013, the Group’s debt-to-equity 

ratio was 0.43:1 (2012: 0.46:1) and the Company’s was 0.29:1 (2012: 0.32:1).

 The primary objective of the Company’s capital management is to ensure that it has appropriate capital 

structure in order to support its business and maximise shareholder value. As at 31 December 2013, the Group’s 

debt-to-equity ratio was 0.43:1 (2012: 0.46:1) and the Company’s was 0.29:1 (2012: 0.32:1).

32. Approval of interim financial statements 

31. Capital management
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21. Asiasoft’s Next Step

 Asiasoft aims to expand the business and to make a continuous growth. The company focuses on eSports 

customer groups and aims at expanding the mobile service platform. We will also improve the management structure 

of the company to create a more effective operation. This will lead to a higher service quality for customers in South 

East Asia.

 From the past 12 years, Asiasoft has gained experience and an extensive base of gamers in the region. Asiasoft 

has never stopped to improve and create new high-quality entertainment innovations by our professional teams to make 

an integrated service that meets customer’s needs. We believe that online entertainment will keep growing just like Asiasoft 

that will never stop prospering.
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